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Formula Backfires

BIGGEST PAY HIKE SINCE '75
For the first time since the present police and fire

salary formula went into effect (FY76-77), police of-
ficers and firefighters are expected to receive a salary
increase in excess of 11 percent.

Although the averaging formula depicting the 81-82
increases for the five cities in our salary survey will nct
be finalized by Civil Service until mid-August, four of
the five jurisdictions, Los Angeles, Long Beach, San
Diego and Oakland have settled their contracts for
1981-82. Oakland's rank and file officers are presently
in the process of ratifying their recently negotiated 9%
increase. Ratification is expected within the next few
weeks.

San Jose, however, is still negotiating under the first
year of a voter approved Collective Bargaining agree-
ment and it is difficult at this point to determine what
salary increase they will receive. In addition to their
own problems in reaching an agreement, additional
delays are expected because of other municipal
employee job actions that have taken place in Santa
Clara County. However, should San Jose settle their
contract prior to August 25th, their percentage increase
will be incorporated into our formula.

CONFIDENTIALLY
SPEAKING

by Gerry Schmidt

The Mayor's Citizen Assitance Center is located in
Room 160 at City Hall. The office receives and
responds to complaints about city services or other
community problems.

On Monday, May 11, 1981, Ms. Catherine Barron, a
C.E.T.A. employee in that office, submitted a con-
fidential 26-page report to the Mayor. The report was
said to be based mostly on calls and visits to the com-
plaint office by citizens who contended that the police
department's Internal Affairs Bureau didn't investigate
their claims of police wrongdoing. Department policy
as it pertains to internal investigations was also criticiz-
ed.

On Monday, June 1, 1981 at the regular meeting of
the Board of Supervisors, Harry Britt who had already
released a copy of the confidential Barron report to
members of the news media, introduced legislation
which would do away with Internal Affairs as it is now
structured thereby creating a newly formed Civilian
Review Board. Britt said he was merely re-introducing
legislation backed by the late Mayor George Moscone
and written by the San Francisco Bar Association in
1976. Although not immediately, the Bar Association
finally did re-endorse this proposal.

On Wednesday, June 3, 1981, Police Chief Con Mur-
phy was directed by the Police Commission to conduct a
"comprehensive and complete" investigation of the
department's Internal Affairs Bureau pertaining to the
allegations raised in the Barron report. The Chief
assured members of the Commission he would have a
detailed report ready for their regularly scheduled
meeting on Wednesday, June 24, 1981.
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by Bob Barry, President

As our salary figures become more official through
the Civil Service process, I have no doubt that our for-
mula will become the subject of substantial criticism
because of the "unanticipated" double-digit increase
that the Charter mandated formula will provide.
Should the criticism come, it will no doubt emanate
from the very same officials and groups that supported
the measure to place police officers and firefighters
under this ill-conceived salary mechanism in the first
place. The only problem with such criticism is that it
should have been aired years ago when police officers
and firefighters received little or no increases under this
formula.

The only opposition to our salary formula since it
went into effect in 1976 has been from the police of-
ficers and firefighters that hae suffered because of the
miniscule wages that have resulted from its implernenta-
tion.

No one individual in the political areas, not one com-
munity or business group in San Francisco, nor one
editorial from any newspaper or other media has ever
uttered one syllable in opposition to our formula. The
reason for the silence was quite simple - the formula

by MikeHebe1

The next scheduled sergeant's examination is slotted
for January 1982. With some luck there should be at
least 10 vacancies in the rank of sergeant at that time.

The next scheduled lieutenant's examination is plac-
ed at July 1982. There will be over 50 vacancies in this
rank at that time.

81-82 Budget

The Police Department's budget for FY 81-82
reduces the number of sergeant's positions by 70. In-
stead of 284 sergeants, the Department will authorize
only 214. This move immediately eliminated the 61
vacancies in the rank of sergeant which existed on June
30, 1981.

Vacancies in the rank of Q50 sergeant will therefore
be few in number by the time the January 1982 exam is
given and will occur primarily due to retirements.

Further complicating the sergeant vacancy situation
is the consent decree provision which mandates the ap-
pointment of only 25 sergeants in FY 1981-82 and
another 25 in FY 1982-83.

Lieutenant's Vacancies

There are presently 47 vacancies in this permanent
rank; 37 are now being filled on a like work/like pay
basis. The remaining 10 await the development of
criteria (job performance, experience, seniority, ability
to perform, etc.) by the Chief for continuing appoint-
ments to the lieutenant rank. Since the development of
criteria for like work/like pay positions to replace the
seniority system has proven fruitless after numerous
meetings, it is reasonable to anticipate that further ap-

has been financially beneficial to the City and County of
San Francisco and a financial disaster for police of-
ficers, firefighters and the families they are trying to
support.

The alternative to our salary formula, whether or not
the criticism comes is Collective Bargaining with an ar-
bitration mechanism for resolving an impasse should
one arise during the negotiating process. Had the col-
lective bargaining process been utilized this year for ex-
ample, there is no doubt that the City had a great
potential to save millions in salary and retirement con-
tributions, while still granting our members an ade-
quate salary increase as well as providing additional
health and welfare benefits. However, the City must
resign itself -to paying the larger than expected salary
increases.

In the coming weeks, we will attempt to bring about
an education process on the benefits of collective
bargaining so that those that are not familiar with the
process are better informed on how this process will
save money while still providing our members with a de-
cent living wage and adequate benefits.
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pointments are a way off.
The FY 81-82 budget maintained the number of

authorized lieutenants at 77.

Advancing Exam Dates
Prior to and after approval of the Consent Decree it

was agreed by the Civil Service Commission and the
Department of Justice that a lieutenant's examination
should be held as soon as possible after August 1, 1981.
The Association, in addition to endorsing an earlier ex-
am for the rank of lieutenant, began to pursue the ad-
vancement of the sergeant's testing.

At the Association's general election in Janaury
1981, a motion to hold the lieutenant's and sergeant's
examinations as soon as possible in close time proximi-
ty was very narrowly defeated.

In light of the very significant reduction in the
number of sergeant positions and in view of the intrac-
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The meeting was called to order by President James
Sturken at 2:05 p.m., Wednesday, June 17, 1981, in
the Traffic Bureau Assembly Room, Hall of Justice.
Trustee W Hardeman excused all other Trustees and
officers present.

After a motion by Quagha, second by Hardeman, the
following new members were accepted: Charles A. Bon-
mci, Jr.; Clinton F, Ching; Leslie L. Chong;
Christopher H Cunme, Louis K Espinda, Monica L
Fields; Timothy A. Flaherty; George S. Fogarty;
Rachael Karp; Janet Keith; John Asa Land; James P.
Lassus, Robert E. Lyach; George Nazzel; Kenneth I.
Nieman; EricB. Quema; William M. Roulades; Carol
Scatena; Kurt T. Schneider; Benjamin F. Spiteri;
Stephen M. Tittle; Richard D. Tong; Timothy J. Tru-
jib; Patricia White and Jeffery Williams..

Treasurer Barney Becker reported the following
deaths:

EDWARD ANDERSON - Born in Oakland in 1927,
Ed joined the Department in 1953 at age 26. He served
at Richmond and Park Stations for five years, Central
for 4 years before being transferred to Ingleside where
he walked a beat around Geneva Avenue and Mission
Street for 16 years. Ed retired for service in 1978 at age
52. His death was the result of "Gehrig's Disease" at a
young 54.

VINCENT DEL BENE - Vince was born in San Fran-
cisco in 1929. He entered the Department in 1953 at
age 23. After serving in Traffic for one year he was
transferred to Potrero where he served for three years.
In 1962 Vince transferred to the Fire Department from
where he retired in 1980 on service. He was only 51 at
the time of his death.

ROBERT CROWLEY - Born in San Francisco in
1894, Bob entered the Department in 1928 at age 34.
He served at various district stations, he was transferred
to Central where he served as Special Duty Officer for
several years. He served in the same capacity at Nor-
thern Station for some years. Before his retirement,
which was in 1955 for service, he was detailed to Har-
ding Golf Course, policing that area for persons illegal-
ly using the course.' Bob lived a full life, being 87 years
old at the time of his death.

JOSEPH M. DEVINE - Another San Franciscan who
entered the Departiient in 1947 at age 28. After work-
ing at Mission Station for 10 years he was assigned to
Headquarters where he worked until appointed a
Sergeant in 1966. After this appointment, Joe worked
various district stations until 1975 when he was
transferred to the Bureau of Criminal Information,
working there for one year until his retirement for ser-
vice in 1976 at age 57. He was 62 years old at the time of
his death.

JOHN H. MUNSON - Born in Salt Lake City in 1920,
John.joined the Department in 1947 at age 26. Was
assigned to Richmond Station, working there for one•
year before being transferred to Northern Station. He
worked at Northern for the next thirty years, becoming
known and liked by all the people in that district. Upon
his retirement in 1978, he kept active by helping the
people in his neighborhood. His death was the result of
a heart attack while jogging. He was 61 years of age at
the time of his death.

The following donations were reported by the
Secretary: Mr. & Mrs. Kross, Sherman March,
Employees of the Fellowship Fund of the American Red
Cross, Harumi Tsujisaka, Marion McConnell: In
memory of John Munson. Mr. & Mrs. Taylor: 'In
memory of Vern McDowell. Joseph I. Wilson: A cons-
tant contributor. Brian Boyd, Co. E: A reward had
been given to him for finding a lady's car keys. Brian
endorsed the check over the W/O. Bureau of
Inspectors: Two donations, one in memory of Dominck
Cappadona, father of Pete Cappadona and the other in
memory of Janet Derby, mother of Robert Derby.
Mission Station: Two donations, one in memory of
Vera Jackson, mother of Wally Jackson and the other
in memory of Walter Jensen, father of Sgt. Anton
Jensen.

July is the 'month when most Posts cancel their
meetings. This is done for a two-fold reason. One, it's
right after the convention and attendance is down to a
low count and the second reason is due to vacations and
it gives the new Post Officers a ciance to become ac-
quainted with their new duties.

I mentioned Gus Stremme in the June column, and if
I might be granted some journalistic liberty, I'll repeat
his name. He was part of a surprise 25th Anniversary
Party. In fact, he was an integral part.; He was the best
man. The surprise was carried off ala This Is Your Life
and he certainly carried off his role with gusto.
Congratulations to Arlene and Mike, Two of the
Beautiful People.

Whatever you do on this vacation, a good thing to
remember is the extremely dry hills so be careful to be
watchful for someone getting careless with matches. I
know that we all know better but there's always so-
meone that doesn't have his brain in gear all the time.
The recent Napa fires are a prime example. It's been
said, on good authority, that these were set on purpose.
What kind of an animal would do something like this.

Mark Twain once wrote "Heaven goes by favor. If it
went by merit, you would stay out and your dog would
go in". Some people might fit that category.

Keep smiling and see Al and Er! for your money wor-
ries.	 See your next issue,

Your Scribe,
John A. Russell

Ln1trtcan L.tton-
SAN FPANCISCO POLICE POST #456
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Savings Matched With Equal
Amount of Life Insurance

Office Hours:
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FULLER-O'BRIEN DIVISION

The O'Brien Corporation
Special Attention to all
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899 Bryant Street
San Francisco, CA 94103	 863-7235

LOYDVEARGAIN,
Retired SFPD

Real Estate No. 1, Inc
0'

1379 LINDA MAR SHOPPING CENTER, PACIFICA. 94044
OFFICE (4151 359-6111	 RES. (415) 355-9620

The regular bibs were presented by the Treasurer
and after motion and second, were approved. Miss
Minuth, Hibernia Bank, recommended the purchase of
1,000 shares of Nabisco which was approved
unanimously by the Trustees.

Under Good of the Association, Pres. Sturken set
Wednesday, July 15, 1981 as the next meeting date to
be held at the usual location at 2:00 p.m. There being
no further business to come before the Association, the
meeting was adjourned at 2:45 p.m. in memory of the
above departed Brothers.

Fraternally,
Bob McKee, Secretary

fliala
TRAVEL AGENCY

Wants
T, Serve All Your

Travel Needs
COMI'LETE WORLD-WIDE TRAVEL SERVI

N / \_/	 '.

p'- aa /

.41! Major credit Cards Accepted

CARMEN & ERNIE BALA, Proprietors
1412 Noriega (nr. 21st Ave. & Police Credit Union)

S.F.Ca 94122(415)665-4450
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INTERNATIONAL UNION
CONTROVERSY

For several months now, the POA and Robert Gor-
don, Secretary-Treasurer of the International Union of
Poice Associations, of which we are a member, have
been involved in a bit of controversy surrounding a re-
quest that 'I made of the IUPA approximately one year
ago.

In April 1980, when the IUPA was experiencing
financial djfficulty, Mr. Gordon requested an advance
in dues from the POA. I then requested a copy of their
most recent "Certified Audit" so that our Board of
Directors could evaluate the IUPA's financial condi-
lion. In place of the audit, Mr. Gordon sent a copy of
their Financial Statement which was not satisfactory to
me. I again requested the audit but did not receive it
until June, 1981.

During the interim period, tensions began to build
between us that resulted in letters being sent back and
forth finally culminating in a motion by our Board to
"reassess" our further involvement with the IUPA. The
question of future involvement has not yet been resolv-
ed.

Reprinted for your information is Mr. Gordon's re-
cent letter to me and my response. Further information
concerning the IUPA will be forthcoming in the
POLICEMAN newspaper.

J/I'

June 10, 1981
Robert Barry, President
San Francisco Police Officers' Assn.

Dear Bob:
I have given a great deal of thought as to whether I

should respond to the recent articles which were
published in your publication and in particular to the
April edition wherein several false and misleading
statements were printed regarding the IUPA and me
personally. As you well know, I have never been known
to sit by and allow anyone or any group to attack me or
the IUPA with unfounded accusations and whoever
made the statements recorded in the minutes deserves
to be answered.

First and foremost, the statement that I am facing
impeachment charges borders on libel for I would like
you to anyone else in your association to produce any
document or written intention by anyone else that such a
serious charge of impeachment is pending or con-
templated. Since your publication reaches thousands of
our members and non members, I believe your paper
has caused me personal harm and unless you can pro-
duce such material supporting the charge, I demand a
retraction.

The information that the Boston POA, Detroit POA,
New York City PBA and Chicago POA have all drop-
ped from the IUPA is in error. The Boston POA,
Detroit POA and New York City PBA have never been
members of the IUPA. I fail to see how they could drop
out when they were never members to begin with. The
Chicago Confederation of Pplice is a member of the
TUPA and their president is presently an Executive Vice
President of the IUPA. As of this writing, and to the
best of my knowledge, he has not resigned from the
IUPA and further is seeking re-election to the office of
First Vice President of this Union in July.

You were sent a letter from this office advising that
the IUPA Executive Board had postponed making a
decision on payment to Ethel George until all parties
involved in the controversy could present their side at
our convention in July. Ethel's claim for $5,000 has not
been refused as stated in your publication.

It was further stated that the IUPA is in debt for
$200,000 which again is not true. Nor, did we refuse to
submit a certified audit upon request by your Associa-
tion. We have never refused to provide financial in-
formation to any local and at the present time, as I in-
dicated to you in my recent leter, our auditors are
preparing our annual certified public audit for presen-
tation at the convention, as specified in our bylaws.

It was also reported that I was being sued for $5
million dollars. This too is untrue and again I believe
borders on libel. I challenge you or anyone else to pro-
duce any document verifying this information. I am be-
ing sued by the American Federation of Police of
Miami, Florida, as in the Police Magazine, in connec-
tion with a statement I made in an article that appeared
in this publication regarding the activities of Gerald
Arenberg of the AFP, for an amount in excess of $5,000
- not $5 million as reported in your publication.

I have enjoyed a close social and working relationship
with many officers of the POA over the past 10 years. I
find it unfortunate that for whatever reason you are
seeking to discredit the IUPA and me with innuendoes,
half truths and outright falsehoods. I sincerely hope
that the rank and file of your association are made
aware of the true facts and not this one-sided reporting.
I can accept legitimate complaints from a member local
but I will not accept accusations without the opportuni-
ty to respond and set the record straight. I therefore re-
quest that this letter be reprinted in your publication.

Fraternally,
Robert D. Gordon

Secretary-Treasurer
International Union of

Police Associations, AFL-CIO

July 8, 1981

Robert D. Gordon, Secretary/Treasurer
(nternational Union of Police Assns.

Dear Bob:
In response to your letter of June 10, 1981, which is

reprinted in the July issue of the San Francisco
POLICEMAN, the official publication of the San Fran-
isco Police Officers' Association, I am responding,

point by point, to the alleged "innuendoes", "half
truths" and outright "falsehoods" that you again allege
were printed in the April 1981 edition of the
POLICEMAN newspaper.

Point #1. Our minutes in the April edition state:
"Impeachment proceedings are pending against Bob
Gordon, Secretary-Treasurer.

My Response: You are correct, the word "pending"
was inappropriate. The minutes should have indicated
that impeachment proceedings are being contemplated
by individuals in another IUPA affiliate.

Point #2. The minutes reflected that Boston POA,
Detroit POA, New York City PBA and Chicago POA
have dropped from the IUPA.

My Response: You are partially correct. Boston has
never been a member of the IUPA and we were in error
in stating so. Chicago POA is still a member, however,
it is my understanding that there is major dissatisfac-
tion between the Chicago POA and the IUPA. Insofar
as New York and Detroit are concerned, both organiza-
tions were members of the "ICPA", now called the
IUPA. Both dropped out when the organizational name
change occurred in Phoenix, Arizona.

Point #3. Ethel George's claim for $5,000 has not
been refused by the IUPA.

My Response: Ms. George's claim for $5,000 for ser-
vices rendered during the 1979 IUPA Convention in
San Francisco should have been resolved in 1979. It is
now 2 years later and any reasonable person must con-
clude that such a long period of time is certainly a
reusal;

Point #4. The IUPA is in debt for $200,000.

My Response: The minutes reflecting the IUPA's in-
debtedness was correct. The IUPA's "Financial
Statements" that your office provided me were reviewed
by a Certified Public Accountant and the figure of
$200,000 was correct. Insofar as the IUPA Audit is con-
cerned, which I requested one year ago and received in
June 1981, the audit currently reflected a $173,063
"Negative Net Worth". Although the judit reflects the
IUPA had a net excess of revenues over expenses of
$8,462, this excess is onlydue to the fact that the AFL-
ClO waived all per capita tax through February 1981.

Point #5. The minutes reflected that a $5 million libel
suit has been filed against Secretary-Treasurer Bob
Gordon. You have refuted this contention stating:
"This too is untrue and again I believe borders on
libel." Additionally you stated: "I challenge you or
anyone else to produce any document verifying this in-
formation." Your contention is as follows "I am being
sued by the American Federation of Police of Miami,
Florida, as is the Police Magazine, in connection with a
statement I made in an article that appeared in this
publication regarding the activities of Gerald Arenberg
of the AFP, for an amount in excess of $5,000 - not $5
million as reported in your publication."

My Response: The minutes are correct. Robert Gor-
don, Secretary-Treasurer of the IUPA, the IUPA itself
and various John Does are being sued by the American
Federation of Police for $5 million.

In the January 1981 issue of "Police Times", Page 2,
published in North Miami, Florida, the following ex-
cerpt is taken from an article entitled "$5 Million Libel
Suit To Be Filed". "Lawyers for Gerald Arenberg,

Editor for Police Times/Command Magazine have
begun legal proceedings for libel and slander against a
police union official. . ." The union official is Robert
Gordon of the IUPA. In a letter addressed to me dated
July 1, 1981, from Gerald Arenberg, Vice-President,
AFP, Mr. Arenberg states he is seeking $5 million from
Mr. Gordon.

Additionally, I have in my possession a copy of the
lawsuit filed in the Circuit Court, Dade County Florida,
Case #81-543, naming Robert Gordon and the IUPA as
defendants in a complaint for damages. The last page
of the complaint states "WHEREFORE, Plaintiff
GERALD ARENBERG, and Plaintiff AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF POLICE demand compensatory
damages against Defendants, INTERNATIONAL
UNION OF POLICE ASSOCIATIONS, AND
ROBERT GORDON, in an amount in excess of five
thousand ($5,000.00) dollars, together with punitive
damages, costs, and attorney's fees, together with any
other relief this Court may deem fit and proper. Plain-
tiffs demand trial by jury as to any issues triable."

The only relevance the $5,000 figure mentioned in
this complaint has is that in order to sue an individual
or corporation in the state of Florida for damages in
excess of $5,000, the lawsuit must be filed in the Circuit
Court which handles all claims in excess of $5,000. This
figure is a mere "legal formality" when drawing up the
complaint and it has absolutely no relationship to the
actual damages ($5 million) being sought.

I trust that the enclosed documents that you have re-
quested are sufficient documentation supporting our
minutes outlined in Point #5.

Fraternally,
Robert F. Barry

President, S.F.P.O.A.
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AROUND THE
DEPARTMENT

THE FINGERPRINT
COMPUTER

b y Al Casciaio

• . . Well, well, that grandious wage formula for
police and fire which is controlled by five other cities
has granted a double digit (11% or thereabouts)
percentage raise for the first time in nine years. If you
say great and feel good about the raise and smile when
the politicians pat you on the back claiming they helped
you get that raise, RUN, don't walk to the nearest mir-
ror, for behold, a new sucker fish is born.

- THINK! The other cities receive time and a half, we
don't.

- THINK! The other cities receive educational pay, we
don't.

- THINK! The other cities receive many benefits that
we don't.

- THINK! The officers' unions in the other cities have
a voice in their negotiations for salary and benefits,
ours does not.

- ASK YOURSELF, when collective bargaining
makes the ballot will I work diligently for its passage? If
the answer is no, just smile and jump back into the
pond, fish, and never complain about the system again

A petition is circulating throughout the depart-
ment requesting that psychological testing should be
part of the entrance exam. If you have any thoughts on
the matter, PRO: contact Pat White, Academy Staff;
CON: contact your station representative.

• . . Lots of early arrivals recently and the latest is Lii'
Jennifer Ann Pryal, 6 lbs. 7 oz, 20" who surprised Don-
na and Ed, Co. K, by arriving on June 5th, 5 weeks
before the due date. Everything is A-OK with Mom and
Lil' one but poor Dad now has to "quietly" finish the
nursery. Congrats all...

• A new club that will rival the Press and Olympic
Clubs. Well, that's the road Mark Hurley is traveling
with the Police Athletic Club at Hunters Point. In fact,
some experts in the club business predict that the PAC
will have the largest waiting list in the City within 5
years..

• . . Jim Hennessy from the Mounted Unit, recently
took the "Love Boat" cruise to Alaska! The spies report
that Jimmy was the hit of the geriatric set during the
orange passing game and that one encounter with an 80
plus dolly left the crowd howling and Jimmy beet red.

There are so many testimonials going on lately
that Jim Dachauer claims that all the party goers are
walking around with little sweaters on their teeth the
following day.

Nice gesture: Officer Jerry Buckley and John Pro-
pst of Taraval Station were sitting in their patrol vehicle
at 20th and Irving the other evening when a gentleman
from Modesto walked up and game them a $50 bill for
the Widows and Orphans...

BANKING
Crocker Bank has made available a GROUPLAN to

members of the San Francisco Police Officers' Associa-
tion that provides many benefits for the participant.

Some of those benefits are:

* Checking accounts free of monthly activity charges
provided minimum balance does not fall below $500.
Otherwise a nominal $.50 is charged to cover "state-
ment preparation charges"

* Free Travelers Cheques

* Free $10 Safety Deposit Box or credit toward a larger
one

In addition the added convenience of over 170
Crocker automated tellers statewide plus 360 banking
offices and longer hours than most other major Califor-
nia banks made this a very attractive plan.

Crocker Bank is continually analyzing additional
benefits to enhance their GROUPLAN and they are
hoping to introduce some of them this year.

Most police officers are aware of the Crime Lab's
drive to acquire a fingerprint computer, and that such a
system is basic to any real improvement in our ability to
identify and convict criminals. Just what kind of impact
we could expect is demonstrated by the following data:

• Of all of the scenes to which our Crime Lab responds,
we are able to find latent prints in one out of two cases.

• From these cases where we do find prints, we identify
a suspect in one out of ten crimes. The other 90% of the
unidentified prints are filed and never used.

• A fingerprint computer would allow us to identify ap-
proximately 17.5% of those unsolved cases, or over 600
burglaries, rapes, robberies, homicides, and other
felonies per year. These would all be cases that would
not be normally solved by our Department.

• Nearly every fingerprint case results in a conviction in
court and gives our District Attorney the leverage he
needs to exact harsher sentences.

Supervisor Wendy Nelder has been an ardent and
foresighted leader in the fight to include the automated

APOLOGY
Editor:

This letter is in reference to your June 1981 edition of
the POLICEMAN, pages 16 and 17, your coverage of
the Fishing Program.

Approximately two weeks ago we cooperated with
Henry Friedlander in releasing certain photos for his
use taken by our photographer Bob Clay. Our only re-
quest was that the Progress be given credit, and we were
happy to cooperate in supplying the photos.

In your referenced edition above, no credit was given.
In addition, it appears that the news story on pages

16 and 17 was "lifted" in part from a story which ran in
the Progress written by Reporter Dan Borsuk. May I re-
mind you that all material published in the San Fran-
cisco Progress is copyrighted (see Mast).

In the future we would appreciate very much the nor-
mal credit courtesy for photos and if story material is to
be used, prior permission must be obtained.

Sincerely,
Chuck Wilfong, Managing Editor

San Francisco Progress

Inquiry was made by telephone by Reporter Borsuk.
I apologized for the oversight and accepted full respon-
sibility for the error. Mr. Wilfong is absolutely right.
Credit is due to the S.F. Progress staff for this fine text
and photo story on the S.F.P.D. Fishing Program.

Also credit goes to Insp. Curt Cashen of the Photo Lab
for many of the photos which were used. Editor.

Automatic Home Laundry Service
Sales & Services

Maytag . . Whirlpool . . General Electric
Kitchen Aid Dishwashers

ALL APPLIANCES AT A DISCOUNT'

45 Dore Street
	

982-0634
San Francisco
	

864-7333

CR0 WLEY
MOVING & STORAGE

Lic. & Ins.

CLOSET OR FULL HOUSE
Offices & Stores

24 Hrs. Service - Free Est.

922-4596, if no answer 922- 5244
Same Rate Anytime

fingerprint sytem in the $5 million dollar emergency
crime fighting budget, but the Mayor and Board have
so far refused. Other measures seem to have greater
political appeal.

One year ago, a group of citizens organized the
Crime Lab Fund, a non-profit corporation, to attempt
to privately raise the $2 million for the computer. To
date, they have collected $60 thousand for the project;
however, without some support from City Hall, it is
likely that we will be investigating crimes in the 1980's
the same way we did in the 1930's.

All contributions are tax deductible.
The Crime Lab Fund, Inc.

1738 Funston Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94122

681-8885

Judge Mary Moran Pajalich, President
Christopher Martin, Vice-President

Honorary Chairmen:
Chief Cornelius Murphy

Supervisor Wendy Nelder
Marin Sheriff Al Howenstein

Press Release
The San Francisco Police Officers' Association is

pleased to announced that on June 2nd it arranged for
an Association-sponsored Police Department book.
This book will contain a history of the Association and
of the Department as well as pictures of Association
personnel. It will also have many interesting
photographs past and present.

SPECKMANN'S
DELICATESSEN - BIERSTUBE
AND GERMAN SPECIALTIES

RESTAURANT

CATERING
1550 CHURCH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94131 (415)

781.2523
781.6603

BAY BRIDGE GARAGE INC.
AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR - TOWiNG - LUBRICATION

524 HoWARD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CA. 94105

FAY'S CLUB
2925 - 16th STREET

SAN FRANCISCO 94103
431-8891

esar's Palace
Appearing Wednesday - Sunday

Latin Allstars
Salsa& Disco!!

Friday & Saturday Afterhours
Live Salsa & Disco

3140 Mission St., near Army
826-1179
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WRONG

by Ed Collins, Academy

The plight of injured and disabled officers appearing
before the City's Retirement System is sad indeed.
After suffering the long and continuous delays enroute
to a retirement hearing, these officers are often the vic-
timS of decisions which are unfair and in some cases,
only temporary.

In one recent case, an officer was ruled permanently
disabled (years after the injury, by the way) and retired
by the City's Arbitrator, Less than two months later this
decision was reversed. He - is now carried sick leave
without pay.	 -

There is one officer currently working at the Hall who
must wear a leg brace and use a cane just to walk. He
has the right to park in those funny blue zones - his
license plates say so! The DMV recognizes this officer's
handicap, why can't the Retirement System?

As you may or may not know, Sgt. Mike Hebel is the
P.O.A. attorney in this area and I spoke with him
about the situation injured and disabled officers face in
the retirement process; I came to the conclusion that a
large part of the problem is money.

Moneys Moneyto retain an additional attorney, for
para legal assistance, for a legal secretary, money for
the services of the best possible expert witnesses, money
to assist and support the case in anyway. Sgt. Hebel in-
dicated to me that the money currently spent by the
P.O.A. in this area is less than $20,000.00 a year.

What is $20,000.00 to an organization which takes in
$400,000.00 a year? Peanuts,as they say. $20,000.00 is
peanuts. The men and women of whom I speak are
courageous, heroic and valiant and the P.O.A. spends
peanuts in their defense.

Want to know something? The P.O;A. spent $400.00
to send its hierarchy to a dinner at Richard Skiar's
house; it spent $30,000.00 for the services of a public
relations firm; it donated almost $100,000.00 to various
politicians. That boils down to $400.00 for dinner,
$30,000.00 for image and $100,000.00 for nothing.

Give Mike what he needs to get the job done. In light
of the sacrifices made by the officers the P.O.A. pur-
ports to represent, this is asking very little.

"THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPOT
AND PAST BUSINESS"

£1

TRANSMISSIONS

World's Largest Transmission Specialists
1633 VALENcrA ST.

(415) 285-1600	 (AT ARMY)
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110

GUY FRANCOZ

SPECIALIZING IN CONTINENTAL CUISINE
215 West PortalAve 	 Telephone

San Francisco. Ca. 94127	 (415) 5665700

SYUFY ENTERPRISES
150 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE

SAN FRANCISCO 94102
441-3900
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£	 MONDAINE 'S LIQUORS
DELICATESSEN

Liquor * Beer * Wine

I	 Phone:346-3226	 1758 fillmore St.	 I
$	 Your headquarters for all your liquor needs. Quality liquors I

$

'
at discount prices. When you deal with Mondaines you prove for

,yourself that their reputation for fairness and honesty is well
deserved.	 I'	 So visit all the good friends at Mondaine's Liquors.

SUPERVISOR
LEE DOLSON

by Paul Chignell, Vice President
& Daniel Linehan, Member Board of Directors

Supervisor Lee S. Dolson has been one of the
strongest legislative supporters of the POA in recent
years.

Dolson has been a leading voice in sustaining our
rights and benefits while defending various incursions
from the leftist elements that have attempted to con-
trol and manipulate the Police Department.

Dolson has an extensive background as a naval of-
ficer, elected member of the Board of Education,
respected teacher and supervisor..

Supervisor Lee Dolson
Supervisor Dolson was elected as a district supervisor

and as an at-large supervisor, the last election with a
successful low budget campaign that surprised many
political observors.

He has achieved support from diverse interests in the
City including business and labor groups - something
that other legislators cannot claim. 	 -

Dolson was the author of the 1979 charter amendment
mandating binding arbitration for police officers and
firefighters which lost narrowly at the ballot box. He
again has authored a similar arbitration package at our
request which is currently pending before the Board of
Supervisors.	 -

Supervisor Lee Dolson is a compassionate man with a
splendid sense of humor. He is a force to reckon with in
the elections of 1982 and deserves our unqualified sup-
port.

Deadline for articles to be
submitted is the first Wed-
nesday of each month.

Home Sausage Co.

JOHN ENGELHART

1726 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

TELEPHONE 431-5580
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PR I D E by Greg Corrales

On March 31, 1981 at 7:26 p.m. and 30 seconds, the
following conversations took place vis SFPD Com-
munications:

COMM: "Union & Grant, 221 shots are being
fired".

UNIT: "1E1 sam". COMM: "1E1 sam, you go-
ing?".

UNIT: "1E1 sam, 10-4". COMM: "We have another
call, Union & Jasper, shots fired, so there looks like
there will be merit to this".

RESPONDING UNITS: "3A103" "3A2" "3A22,
prior to our 211 report".

COMM: "We have a 914 at Union & Jasper. Now
we're getting it as Union & Stockton on shots fired. We
have Union & Jasper 914 shots fired, Union &
Stockton, Union & Grant on shots fired". (At 7:28 and
30 seconds), SGT. TONY NOVELLO: "A103, a 406 on
this!"

COMM: "406, Union & Sutter, Union & Grant, we
have a 406, code 33, we have shots fired, a 914, 3A103
is requesting a 406. Union & Grant, Union & Jasper,
Union & Stockton".

RESPONDING UNIT: "3A2 almost there".

SGT. PETER GODBOIS and SGT. TONY
NOVELLO (simultaneously), "3M103, give us a 408
code 3" and "3A103 get us a 408 code 3 we have officers
wounded" -

I possess a tape of that conversation, to which I have
listened many times. Each time I listen to the tape, I
am filled with a tremendous sense of pride in members
of the San Francisco Police Department. Firstly, I
think of the amazing heroism demonstrated by Officer
Jim Gervasi and Officer Mike Boyd. Both officers were
gunned down in the hallway ofthe Tower Apartments
by a desperate speed freak who had just sold them a
half gram of methamphetamine. The speed freak, who
had done a year for being an accomplice in the murder
of a Deputy Sheriff in Jenner, California, several years
ago.

He shot Mike in the face at point blank range. The
.38 calibre bullet traveled through Mike's nose, knock-
ed out several teeth, and then, deflected by the teeth,
exited Mike's left cheek. The suspect's second bullet
smashed one of the bones in Gervasi's left arm into "a
hundred pieces", possibly disabling Jim permanently.
At that time Mike fired several shots at the suspect and
Jim emptied his gun at the fleeing suspect. Mike and
Jim then chased the suspect two blocks, despite the fact
that Jim was out of bullets and Mike was seriously
wounded in the face. At Jasper & Union the suspect
shot Mike a second time, that bullet striking him just
above the right knee. At that point, Officers Boyd and
Gervasi captured the wounded suspect.

The courage of Officers Boyd and Gervasi is an ob-
vious source of pride, but when I reflect further on the
incident, I see many other examples of extreme profes-
sionalism and devotion to duly. The first three units to
the scene of the "221 shots fired, 914" were all "sam"
units. 3A103, Sgt. Tony Novello; 1E1 sam, Officer
Tom Del Torre of the Crime Prevention Unit, and
3M103, Sgt. Peter Godbois of the Muni Transit Detail
could all have easily ignored the radio broadcasts and
waited until units from Central Station arrived, but
they immediately responded, alone, not knowing what
would confront them.

I also think about Judy Pursell being one of the first
officers on the scene and making an excellent police
report oil a very complex and very serious incident. I
can't forget the fine job Sgt. Jim Hughes- did at SFGH.
He had the very difficult task of clearing the emergency
area of concerned police officers that were getting in the
way of the hospital staff. Sgt. Hughes accomplished
that unpleasant job with diplomacy -and tact.

Lastly, I would be negligent if I did not remark on
the very professional job done in Communications by
civilian employees Suzanne Levin and Frank
Faraguna. Although, as usual, a serious problem arose
regarding the - failure to broadcast the incident on
Channel Five, I have determined that it was through no
fault of the much maligned Communications Person-
nel. No one could have done a better job than the one
performed by Suzanne Levin and Frank Faraguna.

Although our department has certain problems
which we are going to have to deal with, as long as we
continue to employ people of the same calibre as those I
have mentioned, I will have as much pride in the San
Francisco Police Department during my next 32 years
in the department, as I have enjoyed during my first 12
years.	 -

DKK'S CAFE
290 Sanchez
San Francisco

4a. fr. %oe
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by Dan Hampton
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357 KEARNY

NEAR PINE STREET
956-6072

1617 TARAVAL
731-0600

11 LAKESHORE PLAZA
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In another place, "And beginning at Moses and all
the prophets, He expounded unto them in all the Scrip-
tures the things concerning Himself" (Luke 24:27,
MV; see also Luke 24:44).

The Old Testament is the preparation (Isaiah 40:3).
The Gospels are the manifestation (John 1:29). The
Book of Acts is the propagation (Acts 1:8). The Epistles
give the explanation (Colossians 1:27). The Book of
Revelation is the consummation (Revelation 1:7). The
Bible is all about Jesus.

TAMONY'S
UNIFORMS

of San Francisco
DONNA MARIE PEROTTI

OWNER

333-9th STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
PHONE (415) 863-8119

Excerpt from tke book ANSWERS TO TOUGH
QUESTIONS by Josh McDowell and Don Stewart. Per-
mission to reprint from Here's Life Publishers, Inc.

What makes the Bible so special? CHRISTIANITY
BELIEVES and teaches that the Bible alone is the
revealed Word of God. Even though it was written by
men, the ultimate author was God Almighty. This
claim was not invented by the Church, but is the claim
the Bible makes for itself.

"The word of the Lord endures forever" (I Peter
1:25, MLB). "All Scripture is God-breathed" (II
Timothy 3:16, MLB). "For the prophecy came not in
old time by the will of man: but holy men of God spake
as they were moved by the Holy Spirit" (II Peter 1:21,
KJV).

Over 2,000 times in the Old Testament alone there
are clauses such as, "And God spoke to Moses," "the
word of the Lord came unto Jonah," and "God said."
Moreover, the Bible claims to be a record of the words
and deeds of God, thus the Bible views itself as God's
Word.

The mere fact that the Bible claims to be the Word of
God does not prove that it is such, for there are other
books that make similiar claims. The difference is that
the Scriptures contain indisputable evidence as being
the Word of God.

One reason that the Bible is different from other
books is its unity. Although this book was composed by
men, its unity betrays the hand of the Almighty. The
Bible was written over a period of about 1,500 years by
more than 40 different human authors. These authors
came from a variety of backgrounds, including Joshua
(a military general), Daniel (a prime minister), Peter (a
fisherman) and Nehemiah (a cupbearer).

The authors of the various books wrote in different
places, such as the wilderness (Moses), prison (Paul),
Patmos exile (John). The biblical writings were compos-
ed on three different continents (Africa, Asia, and
Europe), and in three different languages (Hebrew,
Aramaic, and Greek).

The contents of the Bible deal with many controver-
sial subjects. Yet, the Bible is a unity. From beginning
to end, there's one unfolding story of God's plan of
salvation for mankind. This salvation is through the
person of Jesus Christ (John 14:6). Jesus Himself
testified that He was the theme of the entire Bible.

The entire Bible is a unity with each part needing the
others to be complete. Dr. W.F. Albright puts it this
way:"To the writers of the New Testament, the Hebrew
Bible was Holy Scripture and they were the direct heirs
of its prophets. It is, accordingly, quite impossible to
understand the New Testament without recognizing
that its purpose was to supplement and explain the
Hebrew Bible.

"Any attempt to go back to the sources of Christiani-
ty without accepting the entire Bible as our guide is
thus doomed to failure." (cited by Roger T. Forster and
V. Paul Mars'ton).

Lest anyone think this isn't something marvelous,
we'd like to give you this challenge. Find ten people
from your local are who have similar educational
backgrounds, all speak the same language, and all are
from basically the same culture, then separate them
and ask them to write their opinion on only one con-
troversial subject, such as the meaning of life.

When they have finished, compare the conclusions of
these ten writers. Do they agree with each other ? Of
course not. But the Bible did not consist of merely ten
authors, but 40. It was not written in one generation,
but over a period 1,500 years; not by authors with the
same education, culture and language, but with vastly
different educatiOn, many different cultures, from
three continents and three different languages, and
finally not just one subject but hundreds.

And yet the Bible is unity. There is complete har-
mony, which cannot be explained by coincidence or col-
lusion. The unity of the Bible is a strong argument in
favor of its divine inspiration.

The unity of the Scriptures is only one reason among
many which supports the Bible's claim to be the divine
Word of God. Others which could be explained in
detail are the testimony of the early Chruch, the witness
of history and archaeology, and the evidence of chang-
ed lives throughout the centuries, to name but a few.

West & ('raszker ESTATE
1812 Noriega St., San Francisco, 94122

(NA. CREDIT UNION)

A BRIGHTER FUTURE?
Many of the exceptional real
estate opportunities I handle	 -
are rarely advertised, call, tell
me what you're interested in!

Cobliledick-Kibbe
GLASS COMPANY

DISTRIBUTORS OF
QUALITY GLASS SINCE 1891

5930 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94112

587-5844

MIRIAM'S
RESTAU RANT

538 VALENCIA ST.
SAN FRANCISCO 94110

552-3094

fl

RESTAURANT FRANCAIS

"Search the Scriptures; for in them ye think ye have
eternal life: and they are they which testify of Me
For had ye believed Moses, ye would have believed Me:
for he wrote of Me. But if ye believe not his writings,
how shall ye believe My words?" (John 5:39, 46, 47,
KJV).

INVESTMENT COUNSELING STEPHEN MAXOUTOPOULIS
RETIRED SFPD OFFICER 	 661-5300

1838 Union Street
San Francisco	 Reservations
California 94123
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____ Bradley's Jaguar
JAGUAR

Service

Mrs. Vernon McDowell
(Beverly)

Mrs. Morgan Peterson
(JoAnn)

Airlines
Cruises

Tours
Hotels

Charters
	 626-2426

1098 FOLSOM STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

/2P' b?tE,
ALL TRAVEL ARRANCEMENTS - NO FEE

FREE DELIVERY

Being police wives, we can work within your budget!

ii 44ariii ?'ravc/, inc.
250 BEL MARIN KEYS BLVD., SUITE C-2
NOVATO, CA 94947 • (415) 883-2456

SPECIALISTS IN JAGUAR
SERVICE • RESTORING • REPAIR
EXPERT FOREIGN CAR REPAIR
TOWING - PICK-UP & DELIVERY

JAGUAR automobiles are a highly specialized breed of auto and
require proper care and maintenance by an expert in the field.
Roosevelt Bradley, the owner and expert at BRADLEY'S JAGUAR
SERVICE, specializes in service, repair and restoration of fine
JAGUAR AUTOMOBILES. Mr. Bradley believes in a preventive
maintenance program to keep your JAG performing at its best.

If you own a superior JAGUAR; you owe it to yourself to keep
your car running great. Scientific servicing of JAGUAR autos is
Roosevelt's specialty. Call him for advice today at 626-2426.



HORSE PATROL

Left to right: Chief Murphy, Mayor Feinstein, Office Ray Mullane and Mrs.
Connie Lurie, President of Friends of the Police Department.
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by Milena Marsico-Schmidt

My first experience as a prospctive juror in San Francisco came shortly after I
married a San Francisco police officer. I have been consistently rejected from serving
on juries, and my husband's occupation and background, not mine, appears to be the
basis of those rejections by defense attorneys.

When asked by the Court if any relatives or friends are police law enforcement of-
ficials, my response brings a chuckle from the audience as if to say "You know she'll
be excused!" The fact that as an operations manager for a large and prominent retail
organization requires responsible and objective decisions of me daily seems to be of no
significance.

If defense attorneys are concerned about a prejudice on the part of prospective
jurors, then I believe they are fulfilling their responsibility to their client. If, however,
they believe that police spouses are the only citizens with prejudices, they are being
extremely shortsighted. An appreciation for the presumption of innocence is
something law enforcement officials live with daily.

Recently, while waiting for a courtroom at City Hall to open, I overheard three
other prospective jurors relating their prior experiences to one another. The first said,
"I sat on a jury where a young man was arrested for growing marijuana in his
baclyard. Well! All you had to do was look at him and see that his eyes were always
red!" Another felt that, "If a person is caught in the act of committing a crime, he
shouldn't even have a trial!" To which a young man replied, "But what if some
policeman just decided he didn't like the guy and just claimed he saw the guy commit
the crime!" Itis certainly reassuring to know that defense attorneys are relying on im-
partial reasoning such as this.

I find my constant rejection as a prospective juror an insult to my intelligence, in-
dependence and integrity, to say nothing of a waste of my valuable time and the City's
precious tax dollars. Perhaps a few attorneys should reassess their own biases before
prejudiôing others.

All police officers and
their spouses are invited to
attend a free financial
planning seminar in the
Traffic Hearing Room on
Tuesday, July28 from 6:30
to 9:30p.m.

At the seminar, finan-
cial planners from 'Wads
dell & Reed will discuss
ways to increase buying
power, control taxes, im-
prove investment returns
and combat inflation.
Those who attend will have
the opportunity . to have a
free financial plan
prepared for them.

If you wish to reserve
seats, put a note in the box
in Personnel, Room 575,
or call (408) 247-8200.

Yeah, yeah. . He's big for a 12 year old. . but call
juvenile anyway!!
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LAW DISTRIBUTORS 1
PROFESSIONAL BOOKSTORES

1981 California Peace Officers'
II	 Penal Code, Pocket Edition

354 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
II	 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102

(415) 673-4126
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MELROSE MOTORS
Complete Auto Repairs
Domestic & Foreign

All Work Guaranteed

ALL OFFICERS & DEPT. MEMBERS WELCOME!

For Assistance See: 4818 Geary Boulevard
Pierre Etcheverry	 San Francisco, CA 94118

Phones: 387-4725, 387-4726

From 1906 to 1930, all of San Franicsco south of what is now Army Street to
the county line was patrolled on horseback by as many as 57 officers from
Potrero Station. Now, after an absence of three years, the San Francisco
Mounted Police Unit is returning to the McLaren Park Stables, from which it
will patrol park grounds and surrounding neighborhoods.

The restoration of Mounted Patrol coverage of many of the southern areas of
the City is part of Chief of Police Cornelius P. Murphy's overall objective of
making the department more visible to citizens. "We now have the resources to
launch the program thanks to the support of the Friends of the Police Depart-
ment organization," Chief Murphy said. "Without their help and the en-
couragement of the community, we wouldn't have started mounted patrol
operations for at least another year," he added.
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Mayor Feinstein and the police
I

T LONG has been an article of faith within
the police establishment and among the more

thoughtful elements of municipal government
that a civilian review board, formed to sit as
judge of police conduct, does more harm than
good.

We adhere to that conviction. Nothing has
happened in the current controversy regarding
allegations of police misconduct to change it.

Obviously, Mayor Feinstein is more dis-
turbed than she formerly was about the
performance of the Internal Affairs Bureau,
the in-house police agency assigned to investi-
gate complaints against the police. Most of
these involve allegations of excessive force —
or "brutality," if you prefer the term.

We hope that her proper concern will not
lead to a 180-degree reversal of her earlier
opposition to a civilian police review board as it
is advocated by some elements of the communi-
ty. We take it that these are in a minority,
although they enjoy scattered support on the
Board of Supervisors. These advocates seem
persuaded that a police officer's function is
that of a social counselor, who never suffers
bruising physical encounter or a life-threaten-
ing situation. The case of the Oakland police
officer pointlessly slain this week sharpens this
point of the discussion.

Experience has shown civilian police
boards to be short of understanding of the
peculiar problems that challenge police offi-
cers. whose job by its nature is unlike any
civilian experience.

But opposition to civilian police review
must presuppose that the police are fairly
monitoring their own performance. This does
not appear to have been true in every instance
here, as Police Chief Con Murphy's own
investigations have shosn. The Internal Affairs
Bureau has been slow to investigate some
complaints, and perhaps in others displayed an
unacceptable indifference or a tendency to
overprotect the accused.

Even so, there is no evidence of rampant
abuses On the part of the San Francisco police.
If past track records are valid, the police will
make about 85,000 arrests this year, and one-
third of 1 percent of them will result in charges
of excessive force. Of course, even a single
complaint is one too many, but the percentages
seem to lie on the side of the police.

One area of deficiency for which Internal

REBEL BROTHERS
REMODEL, ADD ON OR REPAIR

LICENSE #402791

J. LUBEY (FORMER SFPD)
468-1845

M _	 U I.

ENTERPRISE
INTRODUCES ITS NEW SWIMMING POC
SERVICE FOR THE MARIN AREA. IN ADE
TION WE FEATURE SOLAR HEATING - HC
TUBS - SPAS - SWIMMING POOL SUPPLIE
AND EQUIPMENT. INSTALLATlO
AVAILABLE.

CALL RICH HARG ENS, 897-2886

__.__,-_.,_--..

Affairs must be held to answer is its failure to
consider an officer's record in passing on
complaints. This is no way to weed out the
recidivists and bad apples. If there is a pattern
of misbehavior, it cannot be ignored.

While all kinds of .solutions are being
offered in this latest controversy, it is clear that
the JAB, not having proved itself beyond.
serious criticism, should be cleaned out and
replaced with new faces. That would mean a
fresh start, with-officers given a clear mandate
to investigate complaints promptly and eschew
the temptation to gather round an accused
fellow officer and unfairly shield him or her
from the consequences of the misdeeds.

The Police Commission's responsibility in
this matter cannot be overlooked. After all, it is
an already constituted civilian review board
and perhaps has been remiss in not tracking
the JAB sufficiently, resulting in embarrass-
ment for the department and City Hall.

Meanwhile, given the circumstances, some
small new element of civilian input in the LAB
would not be amiss. But Feinstein would err if
she should buckle before demands for an all-
civilian review board.

CIVILIAN
REVIEW BOARD

by Donald A. Goad, President
San Francisco Police Supervisors

and Investigators Association

Cornelius P. Murphy
Chief of Police
San Francisco Police Department

In connection with the recent attempt of certain
groups to rekindle the establishment of civilian review
board within San Francisco, please accept our most ac-
tive support of all efforts you may undertake to thwart
this regressive concept.

We certainly must join with you in a concerted effort
to reassert and stress the value of the heretofore ac-
cepted positions of both Mayor Feinstein and yourself
in viewing the present lAB as the most viable method of
investigating complaints of police misconduct. Our
association supports a competent and complete in-
vestigation by sworn officers.

Moreover, we must certainly stress the recognition
that the civilian review board concept is unworkable for
many reasons, e.g. exposure of confidential informa-
tion to those not bound by all applicable privileges, lack
of standing within the administrative chain of com-
mand. Police review boards have either failed or made a
laughing stock of any department, that has attempted
to implement them.

Please again be assured of our.support and desire to
work closely with you to overcome this object and un-
warranted attack on our police department.

New Yellow Cab

626-2345

DEPENDABILITY.

William German	 Templeton Pock
Managing Editor 	 Editorial Page EdIto,

f t*Stitttt*tSStSSJ*SIS$StS*t$f*fS$SU*SSSSJSiSJtt
Reprinted- S.F. Chronicle

EditorialS	 -

Response to
Police Abuses

IN THE CURRENT concern over the
methods and effectiveness of the investigation
of complaints of police brutality, a major point
seems to have escaped some of those involved.
They overlook the fact that the city already has
a citizens review board, the five-member Police
Commission, to which the city charter dele-
gates r&&ponsibility for running the depart-
ment.

- That commission now has one member, Al -
Nelder. who is a former chief of police. But hi
membership is an anomaly, and the commis-
sion has traditionally been composed of citi-
zens with no previous relationship to the
department whatsoever. -And in its long
history, the commission has repeatedly shown
willingness, time after time, to suspend or
dismiss the occasional misfit, grafter or bully
who successfully gets by a demanding screen-
ing process and then fails to live -up to his oath,

Recent news stories by Chronicle reporter
Kevin Leary and other disclosures in a report
prepared by the staff of Police Chief Con -
Murphy for Mayor Dianne Feinstein have
shown, however, that the present system is
flawed. The commission does not receive direct
information when accusations are made
against an officer but receives only that
information which filters up to it through
many hands within the department.

COMPLAINTS AGAINST officers are
investigated at present by the department's- -
Bureau of Internal Affairs. Because assignment
to the bureau involves officers investigating
the conduct of their colleagues, the assignment
is certainly not generally eagerly sought.
Temptation to protect a fellow officer is always
present. A mechanism must be found to
counter any inclination to cover-up. The Police
Commission must have direct access to initial -
accusations of misconduct and a means to
ensure that the follow-up investigative process

- is thorough and- honest.

- What is also apparent in the Leary stories is
a departmental pattern. A small percentage of
officers is responsible for a very substantial
number of complaints of misuse of authority. If -
-of ficers become known for a pattern of
-misconduct, a Police Commission which is fully
- informed about their conduct -will have little
problem dealing with them.

The Overwhelming majority of • the city's
police officers have nothing to fear if the
Police Commission is provided with informa-
'tion not subject to departmental filtering. This
is because the overwhelming mjority is not
involved in misconduct and would, in -fact, -
benefit from a systeth enhancing the depart -.
.ment's status with the publie it serves.

LAS GUITARRAS

AUThENTIC MEXICAN FOOD
BEER AND WINES

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC
OPEN FROM 10 A.M. TO II P.M. EVERY DAY

EXCEPT FRIDAY AND SATURDAY UNTIL MIDNIGHT
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT FRIDAY THROUGH SUNDAY

3274-24TH ST., SAN FRANCISCO 94110,824-1027
1017 REICHERT AVE.,NOVATO 94947,892-3171
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Reprinted S.F. Examiner

Dick Nolan/Civilian police review board

civilian review hoard. It's called the
Police Commission, civilians all, and
all under the tight political control
of the civilian mayor.

Another factor overlooked is
that the San Francisco Police De-
partment is and always has been
tolerant to the point of geniality.
There may be an easier-going de-
partment somewhere in the coun-
try, but if so I haven't heard of it.

Notwithstanding this timeworn
reputation. it has become fashion-
able amongpoliticans of a certain
stripe to picture our cops as Cos-
sacks, brutes who have to be
restrained from raging like maniacs
among the oppressed and innocent
people. That line of baloney sells
well, particularly -among thoese
whose holiday sport includes the
pastime of bouncing bottles oft'
police helnts. as was done a few
days ago when the gays held their
downtown parade.

There's a very serious question
as-to how much combined red-tape,
abuse and defamation the cops
have to take before police efficien-
cy breaks down utterly.

In New York. during that city's
brief experience with a politically
imposed civilian review board, any
number of good cops were at the
point of throwing up their hand
and just going through the motions,
walking out a pension. Enforce-
ment was becoming just an invita-
tion to grief. It was easier to turn a
blind eye.

After a matter of months, a
citywide vote abolished the review
board. Even New York taxi drivers.

whose relationship with the 'cops
was like that between the Hatfields
and McCoys, campaigned for aboli-
tion.	 .

Even a standard internal af-
fairs branch is often enough a
thorn in the side of working police-
men. That branch can be zealous to
the point of fanaticism, depending
on who runs it. Here in San
Francisco it tries to strike a balance.

- So-called police brutality oc-
curs from time to time even in San
Francisco. The term covers every-
thing from a backhand across some-
body's foul mouth to certain em-
phasis in shoving an arrestee into a
patrol car. Recent complaints, aris-
ing out of that bottle-throwing -
incident, would even have the term
include police resentment at get-
ting hit with -bottles. 	 -

We are getting a little silly
about restraints placed upon law
enforcement generally. Full and
voluntary confession of murder,
even, is no longer any guarantee at
all that the guilty one will be
punished.

More and more it is the. cop
who is put on trial. Did he do the
reading-of-rights rigamarole in a
clear and intelligible voice? When
he found the body in the trunk of
the car, did he get a search warrant
first?

Add a hoard of civilian inquisi-
tors to the rest of all this, and
you've added the last straw. At that
uoint I wouldn't blame the cop who
patrolled his beat looking neither to
right nor to left, seeing nothing,
staying out of trouble until his time
was in.

Citizen Briti and posse are
forging another set of handcuffs
for the San Francisco police. as if
our doughty lads in blue were not
already ell laced about with
chains and restraints; They
shouldn't be permitted to get away
with it.

Briti is the city-county supervi-
sor who runs on the homosexual
ticket. His main constituency, the
gay community, perpetually feels
itself trammeled and abused by
rank-and-file cops. however concili-
atory one police administration and
another ma y be.

What they want now, and have
always wanted, is a civilian review
hoard before which cops accused of
this or that could be hauled for
summary court-martial. Complaints
against officers would be investigat-
ed by civilians, instead of being
handled by the present - and
standard - internal affairs branch.

This proposal. which surfaces
regularl y , overlooks any number of
things, perhaps chief ot' which is
that San Francisco already has a

SPANISH PAVILION
SPECIALTIES FROM SPAIN AND PERU

3115 - 22nd Street	 Closed on Mondays
San FrancIsco 94110	 Open Every Day From
FREE PARKING	 11 AM -2 AM

824-9852	 -	 Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Open 11 AM -3 AM

- . Broiled Steaks

	

• Paelias	 - . AnticuchOS
• Sopa de Mariscos - . Crab Enchiladas

SOON LEE RESTAURANT
NICE, GOOD FOOD - PEKING STYLE

FAMILY STYLE - GOOD PARKING

1034 GEARY BLVD.
(Near Van Ness Ave.)
San Francisco 94109

474-2880

11AM t0 rM Closed Sundays 5PM tolO PM

1688 BRYANT STREET
(Near 16th Street)
San Francisco 94103
431-6824
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others are saying. ;•
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'Some civilians' on police board
Reprinted S.F. Today

	 gains support
Ackno'vledging that the recent study of his

Internal Affairs Bureau revealed "disturbing
elements," Police Chief Con Murphy has
yielded slightly on the proposed allcivilian
review board.

For the first time since the controversy of
handling police complaints came up several
months ago the chief acknowledged that
adding some civilian investigators on the
Internal Affairs Bureau might be beneficial

"I still don't question the integrity of the
(investigation) unit," said the chieI, "but there is
some shoring up that has to be done."

He added that the inclusion of some civilians
"would bea healthy thing in that there is an air
of doubt about the credibility of the unit."
Murphy said any such change only would be
agreed:to "as long as-I can assure my officers
that they will get a fair, impartial, objective
Investigation.." :

The report was released formally by the San
Francisco Police Commission last week. In
making the reprt public, the commission
deleted all- reference to the nanes of alleged
victims of police brutality. The deletions
followed, the recommendation Of the city
attorney's office to protect the coinfidentiality of
the accusers.

After a series of accusations that the police
department was sweeping aside complaints, the
commission called for its own investigation of
the Internal Affairs Bureau. 	 -

Mayor Dianne Feinstein issued a statement
indicating that she was upset by the report and
that perhaps her confidence in the bureau,
which she so staunchly backed, has been
shaken.

Murphy redeclared his opposition to a total
civilian staff of investigators, a proposal-that has
been introduced by Supervisor Harry Britt.

The Britt plan would create a civilian board
identical to that had been proposed by the late
George Moscone when he was mayor and
supported by the San Francisco Bar Association,
in 1976.

Recently the Bar Association renewed its
support of such a plan, while side-stepping any
endorsement per se of Britt's proposal.

Dr. David Sanchez, Jr., chairman of the
Police Commission, indicated he was pleased
with the new report.

"It is not a whitewash," said Dr. Sanchez. "I
think basically the report does show that there
are significant areas that the commission will be
addressing and needs to improve."

In the meantime, Murphy is expected to
release the results of his own investigation into
the handling of police complaints. The
preliminary report is due this week; the final
recommendations due in about a month.

Britt's proposal to create the civilian board is
presently going through committee review. It
appears that the majority of the supervisors do
not now favor the complete change. Several
members of the board have suggested that some
civilians be added as investigators.

When in Jail and You Need BAIL

AL	 MArket
GRAFT 1-7901
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859 Bryant Street, San Francisco
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COLLISION REPAIRS •
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VINYL TOPS S

KIM'S AUTO BODY SHOP

KIM. SANGKi	 518 BRANNAN ST.
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POA GRIEVANCE VICTORIES BY. BOARD MEMBERS
In recent weeks members of the Board of Directors of

the Association have been highly successfuI in winning
grievances before Chief Cornelius P. Murphy.

In other instances, grievances have been denied by
the Chief and are pending before the Police Commis-
sion awaiting a change in Rule 34 of the Civil Service
Rules.

Active Board members in the grievances area have
been Jim Strange of Headquarters Company, Ron
Parenti of Northern Station, Dan Linehan of Southern
Station, Duane Collins of Tactical, Dave Herman of
Potrero and Gale Wright and Jerry Doherty of the Traf-
fic Bureau.

Some examples of the results of the grievance process
are described below. The grievance procedure is still a
highly beneficial system that allows personnel problems
to be resolved in an expeditious fashion outside the
chain of command.

Vivian Baptiste and Yvonne Harbor of the Potrero
Station were admonished after an Internal Affairs in-
vestigation based upon a citizen's complaint. However,
JAB personnel erred in this instance as the officers,
with the assistance of Board member Dave Herman,
found an Information Bulletin to substantiate their

Jim Strange	 Dan Linehan

position. The Chief overturned lAB and granted the
grievance.

John Fowlie of the Hit and Run Detail filed a
grievance to gain back vacation time that was not used
in calendar year 1980. Board member Jerry Doherty,
with the assitance of Board member Gale Wright, were
able to get a letter from the Chief that will be helpful at
the Civil Service Commission in regaining the lost vaca-
tion time. The Chief was unable to grant the grievance
at his level due to a lack of authority but 4ue to Doher-
ty's and Wright's efforts, the Civil Service Commission
should approve the grievance.

Robert 'Bonnet of the Gang Task Force filed a
grievance to gain a position on a specialized unit as he
had not reaffirmed his request for transfer. With the
assistance of Board member Jim Strange the ex-
tenuating circumstances were shown and Chief Murphy
granted the grievance placing Bonnet at the top of the
seniority list.

Cora Oryall and Dave Sowell of the Northern Station
were admonished by Internal Aff jars recommendation
for booking a prisoner instead of citing her and for
allegedly failing to discuss the matter with their

sergeant. Board member Ron Parenti handled the
grievance expertly and convinced the Chief, based upon
all the circumstances, to overturn Internal Affairs and
the grievance was granted.

Ray Koenig of Northern was forced to retire on a
disability many years ago and recently re-entered the
Department after rehabilitation. When he left in 1969
he was awaiting appointment to the solo motorcycle

- unit. Upon his return he was denied reinstatment to the
seniority list. Koenig filed a grievance and with the
assistance of Board member Parenti the grievance was
granted and Koenig was placed at the top of the list
with reassignment to the solos coming at the end of the
year (probationary period).

Duane Collins of Tactical and Dan Linehan of
Southern have been successful at resolving grievances
at their units before the matters reached the level of the
Chief of Police. In addition, Linehan handled the
Lionel Hess girevance which concerned reassignment to
the Traffic Bureau and was taken off calendar until
after the next lieutenant's examination.

The grievance process is working well with the hard
work and dedication of POA Board members.

CRITICAL OF SFPOA DEADLINE FOR ARTICLES TO
BE SUBMITTED IS THE FIRST

I recently wrote an article critical of the representa-
tion the P.O.A. provided Officer David Eli who, as you
may know, received a permanent disability while chas-
ing a purse snatcher. The article was, I confess, only
tamely critical of the P.O.A. Tame where it should have
been indicting! The POA representation afforded
heroic officers left disabled as a result of on duty in-
juries is shamefully inadequate.

I guess one mistake was trying to get such an article
printed in the POA paper. Silly of me, wasn't it?
Needless to say the article was not printed. I was told
that the article was in poor taste. I have to admit, freely
and in all candor, that I do on occasion lack ,social
grace. As a matter of record my complete classlessness
is not only legendary, it is historically criminal. In
fairness to myself though, any such displays are, as a
rule, the result of substantial provocation. Here I
should add that these displays are not compounded by
remorse.

I digress, leave us get back to the point. It must be
here somewhere. Oh yes, it's my tasteless article. I
slammed the POA. In this case the POA deserves it. In
return my article was slammed and this I find to be out-
side the rules of the game. Practical yes, fair no.

On that note I must conclude that NOT having my
article appear in the POLICEMAN is the ULTIMATE
COMPLIMENT'. A compliment which will undoubted-
ly be repeated.

Ed Collins

JIMMY'S MARKET

6245 - 3RD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

467-0598

Dear Ed:
Contraiy to your belief, as I personally conveyed to

you, the article you recently submitted for publication
was not printed because the Editor concluded that it
lacked all social grace - as you have so stated - not
because you were critical of the POA.

As a member of the Association you are entitled and
encouraged to submit articles for publication in your
newspaper, however, the content of your material must
be suitable for publication. In this particular case it was
not.

Should you desire to express your criticism of the
POA in a more suitable (printable) fashion in the
future, I assure you that your material will be publish-
ed.

Bob Bariy, President

ALAMO SQUARE
SALOON

600 FILLMORE
SAN FRANCISCO 94117

662-7103

0. K.TOURS&
LIMOUSINE SERVICE

726 SUTTER
SAN FRANCISCO 94109

885-1671
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EL CABRITO
RESTAU RANT

Tacos al Pastor	 OPEN 7 DAYS
Mariscos - Seafood	 10:00 AM TO 4:00 AM

2425 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94110

Tel. 826-2495

LIQUORS	 DELICATESSEN

ERAKAT'S GROCERY
452 LARICIN STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102

PRONE	 KAMAL ERAKAT.
474-8777	 MANAGER

We support the SFPOA
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING - June 2, 1981
Opened with the Pledge of Allegiance at 11:40 a.m.

This meeting being a continuation of the Board of
Directors meeting of May 19, 1981. Roll Call: Eighteen
present and three absent: Dempsey, Simms and Col-
lins.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT: President Barry reported
on the following: 1. Golden Gate Bridge Board
Meeting; 2. Secondary Employment Order Indem-
nification Waiver; 3. Collective Bargaining Charter
Amendment was introduced on June 1, 1981 by
Supevisor Dolson for the November 3, 1981 ballot;
Committee meetings on this issue will be heard shortly;
4. Pension Buy-Out Proposal; 5. Like Work/Like Pay
Promotions.

VICE PRESIDENT'S REPORT: Vice President
Chignell reported on the following: 1. Death of retired
police officer John Monson; 2. Civilian Review Board
Proposal by Superisor Britt; 3. Report on grievances -
more are now being handled by Board members.

COMMITTEES
Retirement Board: Welfare Officer Hebel reported

that the Pension Buy-Out/Vesting Brochure will be
available from the Retirement Board in July. After the
brochures are distributed, there will be group meetings
for police officers and firefighters which will then be
followed by individual counselling sessions for members
who are further interested in . this buy-out and vesting
proposal. A recent meeting with the Retirement
Board's staff indicated that the Retirement Board itself
will, probably not address nor give advice on the follow.
ing issues: tax matters and retired peace officer status.

HARRINGTON'S
MOVING & STORAGE

Home - Office - Apartment Moving
See our New& Used Furniture Store
Complete Line of Home Furnishings

599 vaiencia St. 861 73O0 Jarlath O'Connor
'San Francisco 94110	 Manager

-	 Former F. Police Oficer

HUNT'S ,
QUALITY DONUTS

"BEST DONUTS IN TOWN"
2075 Chestnut

Open 24 hours Weekends
20th & Mission

24 hours

Mike Hebel stated that presently there are no members
of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors willing to
author a hepatitis presumption legislation. This legisla-
tion had beep requested by virtue of a petition. which
was signed by over a thousand police officers. Hebel
further reported on Assembly Bill 388 which is propos-
ed legislation to repeal the Heart Presumption found in
the Labor Code. It presently, although with strong pro-
ponents, does not appear to have a chance of winning.

M/Hebel S/Wright to place the hiring of an indepen-
dent acturial firm to review the City's buy-out plan in
abeyance until after the Retirement Board's brochures
have been distributed and reviewed by the Board of
Directors. Passes, 17 yes and 1 abstain (Chignell).

Publications Committee: Editor Wright indicated
that the deadline for the June issue of the San Francisco
POLICEMAN is June 3rd.

COPS Committee: President Barry 'reported on peace
officers Bill of Rights litigation, that the Solomon law
firm is no longer representing COPS, and that there is a
problem in the delay of some lawsuits. President Barry
indicated that several of our lawsuits being handled by
the Solomon firm (wage litigation) may be involved in
this problem. He would check with Solomon's law firm
on this matter.

Insurance Committee: Chairman Wright indicated
that when members are not meeting their premium
responsibilities, the Insurance Committee is insisting
on promissary notes from these members. It was fur-
ther stated that the Insurance Committee does not and
shall not have or be responsible for members' Health
Service System payments or any issues related to the
Health Service System. These belong rightfully so with
the member him or herself.

IUPA Committee: President Barry reported that a
request for the audit 'from the IUPA was mailed at the
latter part of May 1981., Presently there has been no
response. He stated the prior position of the Board of
Directors that this Board will reassess our membership
at the June Board of Directors Meeting if an audit is not
received by that time. He further reported that the
IUPA is not a corporation.

Community Services Committee: This Committee
was commended for its beneficial activity. It has been
bringing good publicity and favorably reflecting upon
the altruistic motiyes of this organization.

Installation Dinner Report: Chairman Schlink
presented the menu (London Broil entree); stated that a
band would play from 9:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.; and in-
dicated that posters would be out by Friday, June 5,
1981.

OLD BUSINESS
POA Office Building: Gale Wright again explained

the expansion proposal which has been and is now
displayed on the Board of Directors' meeting room
M/Parenti S/Herman that the Building Committee ob-
tain architectural firm for the proposed building expan-
sion and solicit a price for their services and report at
the June Board meeting. Motion passed, 17 yes.

M/Gannon S/Bell it was moved to rescind the prior
Board vote on the Retirement Board vote on the Retire-
ment Plan for POA office employees. Motion failed, 5
yes, 10 no and 2 abstain (Wright and Bell).

NEW BUSINESS

Contribution Requests:
M/Chignell S/Rapagnani that this Association ex-

pend $1,500 to attend a June 17th dinner at the Hyatt
Regency Grand Ball Room for speaker of the Assembly
Willie Brown. Motion passed, 15 yes and I abstain
(Bell).

M/Chignell S/Gannon that the Association expend
$250 for a function held by Assemblyman Pat Johnston.
Motion passed, 14 yes and 2 abstain (Bell and Wright).

M/Barry S/Minkel that the Association expend $30ö
for a June 5th dinner at the St. Francis Hotel for Con-
gressman Philip Burton. Motion passed, 14 yes and 2
no.

M/Hebel S/Bell that the Association expend $200
for a function held by Supervisor Wendy Nelder. Mo-
tion passes, 16 yes.

M/Barry S/Sullivan that' the Association expend
$500 for a function sponsored by the friends of Richard
Hongisto. Motion passes, 11 yes and 3 no and 3 abstain
(Swall, Minkel, Strange).

M/Bell S/Hebel that the Association expend $150
for a June 25th dinner at the Fairmont Hotel for U.S.
Senator Alan Cranston. Motion passed, 13 yes and 2
abstain (Swall and Herman).

M/Bell S/Hebel that the Association expend $250
for a dinner sponsored by the 'San Francisco Trade
Union to be held on June 11th. Motion passed, 11 yes
and 2no.

M/Bell S/Hebel that the Installing Officer at the
June 26th dinner dance be Mayor Feinstein. Motion
passed, 13 yes and 1 abstain (Herman).

M/Gannon S/Bell that two complimentary dinner
tickets for the June 26th Annual POA Dinner Dance be
provided to the following: each member of the Board of
Supervisors; each member of the POA Board of Direc-
tors; and designated politicians.

Adjourned 1:35 p.m.
Michael S. Hebel, Secretary
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LETTERS ___

Employment
	

How Come?	 Nice Paper
	 Locker Search	 ickpacking

Dear Gale:	 of job opportunities, even Dear Editor:	 S.F.P.O.A.
part-time or spot labor.

Member, Board of Direc- D e a r C h a i r m a n
tors	 Friedlander and Members

of the S.F.P.O.A. Corn-
Recently Brother Simms

of the Richmond Station
had a "discussion" with
Captain Kevin Mullen of
that station regarding
locker searches. Brother
Simms and the Captain
were able to resolve the
problem with the enclosed
order. I compliment
Brother Simms and urge
you to have your unit com-
mander or officers-in-
charge adopt a similar
order.

Fraternally,
Paul C. Chignell
Vice President

Many guests of St. An-
thony Dining Room are
looking - above all - for
employment. Some are
seriously attempting to
make a comeback. A few
are highly trained and
talented, qualified for ex-
acting work, but currently
unable to find employ-
ment. Others are unskilled
but ready and eager to at-
tempt any kind of labor.

Just around the corner
from St. Anthony Dining
Room is our Free Employ-
ment Office at 111 Golden
Gate Avenue. Right now it
is in acute need of any kind

We think that our Free
Employment Office per-
forms a really important
service in helping our
distressed brothers and
sisters to turn themselves
into useful, self-supporting
citizens.

We ask for your help.
Think you for your

many kindnesses. We are
always grateful.

Vic Allcorn
Employment Counselor

Fr. Floyd A. Lotito,
O.F.M.
Chaplain-Director
St. Anthony Dining Room

Over the eleven years
I've been a P.O.A.
member I estimate I've
made contributions, and
paid dues and assessments
to the rune of about
$1,500.00.

So why does every Tom,
Dick and Harry politician
in town get to go to the
POA Installation Dinner
for free and I don't?

Ed Collins

Dental Plan

Dear Editor:
This is just a brief note

to let you know what type
of advertising is being
done to promote PDS.

We are currently runn-
ing our television commer-
cial on Channel 2 (out of
Oakland) and Channel 11
(out of San Jose).

Newspaper advertising
has been done in the
Fremont Argus and the
Contra Costa Times.

We are definitely on our
way to becoming one of the
most successful prepaid
plans in California. Please
contact this office for up-
dated supplies and
materials.

We are here to assist
you.

Sincerely,
Professional Dental

Services, Inc.

Newspaper
Editor:

I support Jim
Dachauer's suggestion to
change the name of The
newspaper to The San
Francisco Police Officer.
Tha name of our organiza-
tion is the "San Francisco
Police Officers' Associa-
tion".

As a police officer who
works with men and
women police officers, I
feel that all are entitled to
recolnition by a
newspaper that represents
the entire membership.

Sincerely,
Larry Birch, Co. D

Thanks
Dear Bob,

I would like to take this
opportunity to express my
sincere thanks and ap-
preciation to you and the
members of your associa-
tion for the support ex-
tended me with my re-
election to the Health Ser-
vice Board.

The overwhelming suc-
cess of the election was due
to a lot of work and effort
of many of you who made
sure that the ballots were
distributed, signed and
returned for counting.

The results go to prove
that two departments
working together are bet-
ter than one.

Sincerely & fraternally,
Harry Paretchan
Health Service System

Enclosed are my dues
payment for fiscal year 81-
82.

Regards to Gale Wright
for a nice job on the police
paper.

Sincerely,
Ken Carstensen, Retired

Pat on the Back

Dear Bob:

Enclosed herewith is a
check for $13.50. The
S.F.P.O.A. has done a lot
to keep the officers out of
the gutter. Many politi-
cians would like us to
crawl on hands and knees
and beg for anything due
us.

In 1946-1947 when the
S.F. Veteran Police
started, the regulars were
forbidden to organize.
Orders from the chief,
many captains and city
fathers. You fellows have
come a long way. Keep up
the good work. The next is
binding arbitration, I
hope.

Fraternally,
Tom Bianco, Retired

Thanks, Tom, it's not
often that we receive letters
such as yours. We truly ap-
p rec iate your
thoughtfulness.

Bob Barry.

Mission Emergency

Editor:

Recently, having had
the Occasion to arrive at
MEH as a patient in
uniform with another of-
ficer patient, we found
ourselves sitting in an
emergency treatment room
for about 25 minutes
waiting our turn to be
treated in accordance with
MEH priorities for our
particular type injuries.

Police Commissioner
Dr. David Sanchez, arriv-
ed and inquired about our
treatment. When he
became aware that the
doctor had not yet reached
us, he left the room.

Within three minutes Dr.
Sanchez returned ac-
companied by three doc-
tors, two nurses and other
hospital technicians who
promptly proceeded with
efficiency to our treat-
ment. Thanks Dr. Dave!

I should also mention
the service of the city
paramedics to the hospital
was prompt, and
demonstrated gratifying
efficiency in their care and
concern for us.

Don Taylor
Captain, Mission Station

Platoon Commanders:

In the future refrain
from entering lockers of
officers in general seraches
for department equipment
(e.g. PlC radios or
ccessories).

If for any reason you
have to enter a specific
locker, call the officer and
obtain his permission. If
he won't give permission
and you still have to get in-
to the locker, inform him
of your intention to enter it
and give him at least an
hour to come to the station
to be present at the entry.

Kevin J. Mullen
Captain, Richmond Sta-
tion

SUNSHINE
RESTAURANT

177 Steuart Street
Between Mission & Howard,
across from Rincon Annex)

S.F.

397-9057

EA THERE OR
TAKEOUT

PHONEAHEAD
Open 7ciays-

6:30 AM to 10:00 PM
C'osed at

2:00 PM Sundays

TO hG

STORAGE
CO.\

munity Services Commit-
tee:

Thank you for your
generous contribution to
the San Francisco Police
Depaitment's 1981 Sum-
mer Backpacking Pro-
gram.

On April 3rd, Chief
Murphy approved this pro-
gram for 144 young San
Franciscans, both boys
and girls ages 13 - 15, and
24 San Francisco Police
Officers. As you know,
each week this summer a
group of twelve young peo-
ple and two San Francisco
Police Officers will
backpack for three to four
days into a selected
California wilderness area.
Lt. Tim Thorson of the
Community Relations Unit
assigned Officer Tim Foley
and me to develop this pro-
gram.

Although each young
person will contribute
some money, and we are
keeping a tight budget, we
need more help. Knowing
this, Bob Barry and the
S.F.P.O.A. Board of
Directors suggested we re-
quest, through you, the re-
mainder of our funding.
We did and you graciously
agreed.

The combination of sup-
port from Chief Murphy
and the S.F.P.D., the
.S.F.P.O.A. Community
Services Committee, and
generous civic groups such
as the 4-H Youth Program
and RIDES for Bay Area
Commuters, will make this
program possible.

Thank you very much
for supporting this San
Francisco Police Depart-
ment summer program.

Sincerely,
Officer Walter Scott

Crime Prevention Educa-
tion!
Community Relations

FACT SHEET
June 1981

ST. ANTHONY FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

- Operates as an adjunct of St. Anthony Dining
Room, which has served over 14 million free meals to
the needy since October 1950.

- Seeks jobs for the needy who want the dignity and
self-respect of paid employment and to return to the
mainstream of society.

- Is a project of the people, maintained without city,
state, federal or community chest support.

- Gives employers the opportunity to help people
help themselves.

- Welcomes even a few hours of work to give help
and encouragement.

- Serves both employer and employee without
charge of any kind.

- Serves both men and women impartially.
- Makes job placements of all kinds: handymen,

housekeepers, bookkeepers, companions, clerks,
babysitters, accountants, hotel workers, maintenance
workers.

- Screens applicants to put them in jobs for which
they can qualify.

- Has more applicants than jobs; Needs help from
the public and from employers with any kind of job to
offer.

- Helps working people stranded in San Francisco.
- Helps able workers who had never before been

unable to find jobs - many of them residents of San
Francisco and the Bay Area for years.

- Provides the elderly who are receiving Social
Security with employees whom they can economically
afford.

- Helps the retired and elderly on Social Security to
find part-time jobs that lift them above the poverty level

- Helps the elderly by finding them good
housekeepers and companions.

- Helps mothers with small children.
- Operates without distinction or prejudice of any

kind.
- Helps refugees from many countries of the world

who left all resources and security behind, to find jobs
and regain their dignity.

- Helps clients to obtain needed and deserved
benefits such as unemployment insurance and
workmens' compensation.

- Is part of St. Anthony's Self-Restoration Pro-
gram, to help people break out of the vicious cycle of
poverty.

St. Anthony Free Employment Service
111 Golden Gate Avenue

(Around the Corner
from St. Anthony Dining Room)

San Francisco, CA 94102
Phone: (415) 431-7351

Open Weekdays
Hours: 8a.m. to 3p.m.

Fr. Floyd A. Lotito, O.F.M.
Chaplain and Director

Mr. James D. Kilty
Executive Director
Mr. Victor Ailcorn

Employment Counselor

ABC
TOWING

724 BRANNAN
863-2828

WE CASH CHECKS

WE SELL MONEY ORDER8

WE SELL. MUNI FAST PASSES

WE DO NOT CASH PERSONAL CHECKS'

WE CASH CHECKS, INC.
REAR WOOLWORYHS STORE

898 MARKET STREET
AL GRAF	 (CORNER POWELL a MARKrI)

SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94102
(418) 986-3930.
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forcement. Its importance in follow-up investigations
and the procuring of evidence should not be overlook-
ed.

NAMES YOU CAN COUNT ON!,

VOGEL.FORD.--...
5TH'AVE. & GEARY BLVD. • CALL 221-2300

CHATEAU
CHURCH

3435 ARMY.STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 282-3433
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SEARCH WARRANTS
by Assistant District Attorney William L. Fazio

A search warrant may be issued for: 	 A vital aspect of the service of the search warrant
1 . Stolen or embezzled property; 	 relates to the execution of the warrant, i.e. the entrance

2. Property or things used as the means of commit- of the officers into the premises. The Penal Code re-

ting a felony;	 quires tht the officers "knock and notice". This means
exactly what it says. The executing officers must an-

3. When the property or things are in the possession nounce their authority and 'the purpose before entering
of any person with the intent to use it as a means of any doors or windows. Penal Code Section 1531. If this
committing a public offense, or in the possession of 'is not done, the officers risk having all eivdence sup-
another to whom he may have delivered it for the pur- pressed. The "knock and notice" rule is excused if the
pose of concealing it or preventing its being discovered; officers can relate reasons why they would be in danger,
and	 or the occupants would be in immediate danger, such

4. When the property or things to be seized consist of as information that the residents are armed or that
any item or constitutes any evidence which tends to there are hostages within the premises.
show a felony has been committed, or tends to show
that a particular person has committed a felony. 	 If, during the search, contraband, not, described in

California Penal Code Section 1524 	 the warrant, is discovered, it can be legally seized and
used for evidence assuming it was found within the

When an officer has reason to believe that property scope of the search warrant. In other words, one
which comes under the above description is now at a seraching for drugs would be within the scope of the
certain location, he should contact our office and set up 	 warrant by looking in drawers and cabinets within the
a meeting with a deputy district attorney to determine
whether a search warrant will issue. The officer should 	

described premises. If, in so doing, a sawed-off shotgun
was found, the shotgun could legally be seized.

be prepared to relate the reasons why he believes the 	 However, if the warrant was for a console T.V. set, one
property will be found at the specific location. A search would have exceeded the bounds of the warrant by
warrant is not limited to a search of• a building, looking in drawers and small cabinets.
vehicles, containers, purses; the person of suspects are
often the subject of a search warrant. 	 When the search is complete, a copy of the warrant

When the search warrant is prepar,cd, ' the affiant,	 and a list of all property taken, must be left on the

who provided the probable cause for the warrant, must	 premises. The original search warrant inventory of pro-

sign and date it and get it signed and dated by a 	 perty 'seized and an affidavit and the return of the

magistrate. A magistrate is defined as judges of the 	 search warrant must be completed and returned to the

Supreme Court, Court of Appeals, Superior Court, 	 magistrate no later than 10 days from the issuance of

Municipal Court and Justice Courts. However, it ap- 	 the warrant. All property seized pursuant to the war-

pears the primary responsibility lies with munkipal rant should be properly marked and stored.
court judges. 	 -	 '	 ",,	 • ^1

OVER 48 YRS. OF AUTOMOTIVE 	
BUY, LEASE, RENTEXPERIENCE IN S.F.

HEALY INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

2131 &2145-l9th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94116

(415) 566-2121 • 800-652-1618

AUTO
HOMEO WNERS

BOA TOWNERS
LIFE

DISABILITY

REMEMBER - When you retire, contact the P.O.A. Insurance Depart-
ment'and notify them. They will instruct you as What to do about your
Insurance Coverages.

At the request of several police officers, "Search
Warrants" is reprinted.

The article this month deals with search warrants.
Search warrants are used on a daily basis by the Nar-
cotics Bureau and are often used by other members of
the Bureau. However, there is no reason why the patrol
force could not make better use of search warrants.
While some officers are skilled enough to prepare the
affidavit in support of the warrant, it is preferable to
have a deputy district attorney do it. In any case, a
deputy district attorney should always be consulted
with so he can review the facts to determine if a warrant
will lie. I can be reached during office hours at
553-1210.

A Search Warrant i:
1. An order in wnting
2. In the name of the People
3. Signed by a magistrate
4. Directed to a peace officer
5. Commanding him to search for personal property
6. To bring before a magistrate

California Penal Code Section 1523

Whenever possible, a search warrant should be ob-
tained byeonferring with a deputy district attorney.

- The law accords preference to search warrants and thus
puts the burden on the defense to demonstrate to the
court that the warrant is defective. A search warrant is
based on an :affi4avit, usually that of a police officer,
which demonstrates probable cause to believe that cer-
tam property is now located at a certain 1ocation The
affidavit may be based on hearsay and need not disclose
the source of the information.

FREDERICK
A1 CONE

- ATTORNEVATLAW
SUITE 500

582 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94104

TELEPHONE (415) 982-0390

THE PEAK'S
1316 CASTRO

SAN FRANCISCO
826-0100
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P 0 LICE S TOR Y by Dave Toschi, Robbery

The citizens of San Francisco finally won a battle
against a career criminal on June 8, 1981. Defendant
Jerry C. Davis, 24 year old ex-con decided to skip a jury
trial set for June 15, 1981 and plead to all eight felony
counts against him. Sup. Judge Thomas Dandurand
sentenced Jerry Davis to a heavy sentence of 16 years
and 8 months to State Prison for the attempted robbery
and shotgun beating of 84 year old Rosario Lopez, who
Davis beat with a sawed off shot gun and kicked-b
repeatedly on March 19, 1981 when Davis posed as a
security guard and was let in to the unsuspecting lady's
home. Mrs. Lopez was with an 18 year old girl who was
a live-in companion of the 84 year old victim.

Davis walked in and immediately pulled out a 12
gauge shotgun and put the barrel to the mouth of the 18
year old and then knocked her to the floor of the front
room of the home at 544 Funston Avenue. The 84 year
old then began to scream and he knocked her down and
she continued yelling. He then, in the presence of the 18
year old on the floor, hit the old woman's back with the
shotgun and kicked her until she became unconscious.

Institutional Services, Inc. of Redwood City has been
contracted to do a yearbook for the San Francisco
Police Department. Gale Wright and I have begun
working with I.S.I. on the monumental task of schedul-
ing photo sessions for the entire department. Photo
packages will also be available for those members who

Notes on the
Commission

by Gerry Schmidt

Four new General Orders were adopted by the Com-
mission at its June 24th meeting:

1. General Order F-2 regarding Code Three and Pur-
suit Driving.

2. General Order B-3 regarding Equipment.
3. General Order G-1 regarding a Department

Motor Pool.
4. General Order R-3 regarding an Underwater

Recovery Unit.
The Commission has been meeting regularly in

public hearings relative to adopting Standards and
Criteria for applicants to qualify for Public Conve-
nience and Necessity Taxicab Permits. It was in-
teresting to note that at its June 17th meeting, an at-
torney from the City Attorney's office recommended
they adopt a thirty mile residency requirement for such
applicants.

Braptha/
f3ea.'zese Cuisine

'Jhe place is a i-are oasis in /he m,lsl
of ooerwhelmin culinary lu//ness.

—JacA 3he1/on

7h is a s/a/ion of 9rea/ charm anl
unimpeacha/e au/hen/icily.''

—f. 2. 7?eaa qfncluryrounl 9ourmel

Davis then rummaged through the home and would
come back every few minutes and touch both the old
lady and the 18 year old girl. The young girl thought
she was going to be raped at this point so she got all her
courage and while the defendant was in the back of the
home, she got up and ran as fast as her young legs
could carry her. She screamed on the street, running to
Balboa Street. She fell into a man's arms and she saw
the suspect walk from the home, running to Golden
Gate Park where he disappeared.

Mrs. Lopez was taken to S.F. Hospital with a concus-
sion, a right ear almost lacerated off from either a kick
or being hit with the shotgun, two broken fingers on the
ONLY ARM SHE HAS. She lost an arm in 1930 in an
auto accident. She had approximately 30 different
bruises on her back, many still showing the indentation
of THE SHOTGUN BARREL. To this day she is still
showing signs of the brutal beating. But she is recover-
ing. I got my first break in the case on March 20, 1981,
24 hours later. Up to then I had very little to go on.
Seems a young lady was walking in Golden Gate Park

are interested.
Historical writers will be researching the depart-

ment's past for the narrative portion of the book.
Once again, if you are interested in participating in

the compilation of what promises to be a memorable
book, feel free to give either of us a call.

i)
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2399 Folsom St., San Francisco 	 647-3716
625 Mission St., San Francisco 	 495-3336
82 First St., San Francisco	 495-4426
780 El Camino Real, Millbrae	 583-0487
2280 Monument Blvd., Concord

FRESH COOKED DAILY
• CHICKEN

• SHORT RIBS • SPARERIBS
COOKED TURKEYS ON ORDER

FRESH SEA FOOD DAILY

Select	 Fresh	 Fresh
Cheeses 8	 Salads	 Killed
Cold Cuts	 Daily	 Poultr

THE BIKE SHOP
SALES • RENTALS • REPAIRS

RALEIGH BICYCLES

CALL
665-3092

TRADE.INS!
4621 LINCOLN WAY M.C. - VISA	 CLOSED MONDAYS

Doris'
SHEAR MAGIC

Beauty Salon
Angela Kim

For Men and Women

4615 Geary Blvd. (between 10th & 11th Ave.)
San Francisco, CA 94118	 (415) 387-6363

near Funston and Fulton Streets, about 20 years old, in
the park she noticed a blue shirt and a pair of pants.
She called Richmond Station and they took the clothing
and discovered a driver's license and photo of a Jerry
Davis, with a San Francisco address.

Checking his name, they saw he was an ex-con just
out, sentenced to five counts of robbery in March 1978.
Sentence 3 years State Prison - he was out already. I
showed photos to the 18 year old victim, no ID, the 84
year old could ID no one. So, I had an idea to call
Parole Officer Dick Bandettini. Luckily, Bandettini
knew Davis. He was HIS PAROLEE, knew that he
worked in a day care center at 1736 Page Street. I asked
for a recent photo of Davis, showed it again to the 18
year old, NO ID. So I decided to bring Bandettini with
me and question Davis to see how he acted. Since Davis
was on parole, Bandettini had authority to search his
premises. After one hour I told Bandettini to have
Davis booked e/r Parole. I still did not have enough,
but I was going to put Davis in a live show up and bring
the 18 year old victim in. Davis agreed, peacefully.
Bandettini walked with him to Davis' room and
somehow, Davis had concealed a small sawed off
shotgun under a hospital bed wrapped in a towel. Davis
went for the gun, I was in the kitchen gathering some
evidence and heard Bandettini cry for help.

I confronted Davis three different times at the door-
way making a target of myself hoping Davis would
stand with his shotgun and give me a shot with my 38
cal. He never gave me a shot, he was kneeling behind
Bandettini with the shotgun at Bandettini's head and
then pointing at me. Finally, after 3% hours Davis gave
up. We booked him 236PC, 245aPC, 12021PC, 459PC
664/221PC. 245bPC, 417bPC, 664/187PC. After an all
day prelim hearing on April 10, 1981, with Asst. DA
Chiantelli of Career Criminal doing a fine job, we got
Davis held on all eight charges.

Oh, we GOT A BONUS. The 18 year old victim
made a court I.D. But on June 8, 1981 Davis changed
his plead to GUILTY and Judge Thomas Dandurand
really handed down a sentence that I "could live with",
16 years 8 months. To be officially sentenced on July 6,
1981 in Dept. #26, new court. I called all the children of
Rosario Lopez that night. For once I was pleased to give
them the Judge's sentence. But Mrs. Lopez will never
be the same. She has amnesia and gets dizzy from the
trauma of the beating. I am told Jerry Davis will do a
minimum of 12 years in State Prison, even with good
behavior.

NEIL'S GROCERIES

2203 GENEVA
SAN FRANCISCO 94134	 585-4541

Liquors - Beer - Wine
Delicatessen
8AM-12PM

Friday & Sat. 8AM -2 AM

Guadalajara
de Noche

2981 -24th St.
San Francisco 94110
647-9875

(415) 285-4562
(415) 285-4797

TELEPHONES 

FREE ESTIMATES

ImpethxL tuto 1,aintin
'PALACE OF INFRA-RED BAKED ENAMEL"

EXPERT BODY AND FENDER REPAIRS

3135 - 24TH STREET
BET, SO. VAN NESS & FOLSOM	 NICK PORSHNIKOFV
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94110	 DWP4ER

DEPA R TMEN T

YEARBOOK
by Gerry Schmidt



The man they wrote about confessed four different
times that he committed the triple murder. Those con-
fessions meant nothing to our Supreme Court.

902 POINT LOBOS

SAN FRANCISCO	 387-6330

TIFFANY'S
LODGE

80-29TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94110

824-4611

OUR PLACE
4461 MISSION

SAN FRANCISCO
239-9400

ME 6AM 10PM
SAT.8AM 6PM

SUN. lOAM 4PM
310 VALENCIA
SAN FRANCISCO
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YOU SCRATCH MY BACK AND I'LL SCRATCH YOURS
THE

JUDICIARY
San Francisco Police Officers' Assn.

Dear Sir:

The judiciary has given the criminal and the school-
rowdy every constitutional advantage and a few more,
at the same time curbing the traditional powers of our
police and school administrators. The scales of justice
have been tilted much too far in favor of the criminal
and school-bully, and so the criminal and the school-
bully are winning the war over our police and our
schools.

The courts are not interested in swift justice but in
playing games with technicalities. The courts are not
interested in whether the criminal is guilty but whether
the police abused the criminal's 'newly enhanced
rights'.

The judiciary is the only branch of government
operating outside the control of the people. The people
must gain control of the judiciary in which they can vote
for judges, including and especially the judges of the
U.S. Supreme Court and our state Supreme Courts.
Lifetime appointment of judges in which the people
have no control must be discontinued as soon as we can
change the constitution. Lifetime appointment of
judges is freedom's Achilles heel.

Liberal judges use phrases like the Communists, in
that the more they liberate us with their liberal rulings,
the more freedom they take from us. In many areas
where we always had a choice, now the active liberal
judges make the rulings for us and we do it their way or
go to jail. The judges are doing our thinking for us and
gradually we lose our freedom as we are being rules,
more •and more; by judicial tyranny, a form of
totalitarianism. A manby the name of Ronald Reagan
may have been prophetic when he said, "If
totalitarianism ever comes to the United States it will
come in the name of liberalism."

THE COURTS ARE THE CULPRIT.

A plea for freedom and justice,
Jesse C. Hartman

San Francisco

The opinion printed here does not necessarily repre-
sent the position of the San Francisco Police Officers'
Association. Our policy has been, and continues to be,
to print as broad a representation of opinions as space
allows. .This policy includes articles by both police of-
ficers and non-police officers. Editor

MONTEREY LIQUOR

CO.

771 Monterey Blvd.
San Francisco 94127

585-9070

THERE'S GOLD IN SAN FRANCISCO...

I am writing this article because I am embarrassed
for what took place on June 26, 1981 at the P.O.A. In-
stallation Dinner. When I say embarrassed, I am
speaking in terms of being embarrassed for the people
(our elected station, detail and bureau reps) who were
not even shown the common courtesy of having their
names mentioned. After all these are the people who
make the P.O.A. what it is today. These are the same
people who attempt to obtain better benefits and work-
ing conditions for the officers they represent. As this ar-
ticle goes on you will find that no names are mentioned
until the end. Those names listed are the names of the
officers who were not mentioned at the dinner. These
people deserve to be mentioned.

I strongly believe that the M.C. could have spent his
time up at the podium introducing members of our
DEPARTMENT, and what they have accomplished,
rather than informing us who was going where on his
next vacation, or who his very, very close friends were.
The M.C. certainly did have a lot of close frIends. I
must make myself very clear on this next point. There
were many people in attendance who had their names
mentioned, and some of these people, without saying,
have nothing but respect from the officers of our
department. However, some of the other people men-
tioned were there for only one purpose. This purpose
can be summed up in one word, "POLITICS". I know,
and without reservation can say, "We know", who
these people were.

This year, as in the past, I had my mind made up
that my wife and I would not attend, mainly due to the
politics that are involved each year, but as usual I at-
tended anyway, looking forward to seeing many friends

We received a letter recently signed by 30 people. It
was a copy of a letter which they had sent to the Calif or-
nia Supreme Court. Because we think the letter ex-
presses so clearly the feelings of many Californians, I'd.
like to read it to you.

"We are extremely disturbed by your decision alllow-
ing a new trial for Barry Floyd Braeseke, kifler of his
parents and grandfather. That a relatively minor
technicality should result in the overthrow of a just
decision is appalling. That the taxpayers of the state
should be expected to pay for a retrial, a trial in which
previous confessions are not to be used in evidence and

LOUIS'
BREAKFAST, LUNCH AND
FAMILY STYLE DINNERS

OVERLOOKING SEAL ROCK

within the department that an occasion like this brings
together. For this, I am very happy that my wife and I
did attend. Needless to say, what transpired during the
introduction phase of the dinner was down right offen-
sive. Some people will say that "Politics is the name of
the game"; well, I say what happened to FRIEND-
SHIP, TRUST AND MUTUAL RESPECT. I really
don't put the blame on any one individual for what oc-
curred (there is a strong possibility that some names
were given at the last minute). In fact, the occasion, as
a whole, was very well planned except for that portion
that I have criticized above in this article.

I speak for myself, but believe that many other peo-
ple in attendance share my feelings on what I have
stated above. I hope I get the point across. Better plan-
ning should go into the Installation of Officers. Look at
it this way, two years from now, maybe the only people
who will be in attendance will be the ones that were
recognized this time around (most of them left shortly
afterwards). It would be a shame to spend money on
entertainment, and have no one there to enjoy it.

Now to get down to why I really wrote this article.
Let's give credit where credit is due. My congratula-
tions and thanks to the hard-working members of the
Board who were not mentioned at the dinner. Bob
SwaB (Co. A), Dan Linehan (Co. B), Dave Herman
(Co. C), Mike Dempsey (Co. D), Ron Parenti (Co. E),
Mike Gannon (Co. F), Bill Simms (Co. 0), John
Minkel (Co. H), George Grant (Co. I), Jerry Doherty
and Gale Wright (Co. K), Jim Strange and Roy
Sullivan (HQS), Bob Huegle (Insp.) and Duane Collins
(Tac. Div.).

for which one of the more important witnesses will be
missing because of his death, is almost unbelievable.
'Almost unbelievable' but not quite - because of the
recent track record of the Court.

"It seems very obvious to us that no amount of
money, no number of new prisons will bring the ac-
celerating crime wave under control as long, as our
courts are so prejudicial in favor of protecting the
criminal rather than his victim.

"As citizens we are becoming increasingly convinced
that our system of justice is in dire need of an overhaul.
The multi-appeals, early and easy paroles, emphasis on
technical requirements which overly protect the
criminal and make police work so difficult and
disheartening, lead us to suspect that the entire system
works for the benefit of the lawyers, judges, social
workers, and criminals."

WHAT DID YOU SAY THAT PERSON'S NAME WAS?
by Bob Martinez, Co. D	 -

SUPREME COURT JUSTICE
Editorial by Jim Osborne

Vice President & General Manager
KGO-TV

MANAGER, BOB REIS, MR. U.S.A.

PROFESSIONAL PERSONALIZED INSTRUCTION
FOR WOMEN AND MEN - BEGINNER THROUGH ADVANCED.
FEATURING THE FINEST IN FREE WEIGHTS AND NAUTILUS

EQUIPMENT IN THE BAY AREA.
LOW INTRODUCTORY RATES! CONVENIENT TO MUNI AND BART.

JON LOYD	 BOB REIS

THE PROFESSIONAL DIFFERENCE
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8 x 10 GLOSSIES ARE $3 EACH
Contact POA Office, 861-5060

for orders, or to see all photos.
Photos by MICHAEL J. SUSSMAN
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BENEFIT DINNER
On Thursday, June 11, 1981, the Italian-American members of the San Francisco

Police Department, sponsored a fund raising dinner dance at the S.F. Italian-
American Hall, to benefit the village of Morra de Sanctis, Italy (the village adopted by
San Francisco) devastated by an earthquake last year.

Food and prizes were donated by community supporters and, as a result of
everyone's personal efforts, a check for over $10,000 will be presented to Mr. James
Scatena, Chairman of the Relief Committee.

Numerous dignataries were present among the 600 people attending, including
Chief Murphy and his wife, Mr. Alessandro Vattani, Consul General of Italy, and the
Mayor of Milan, Italy.

The benefit was more than financially successful as the celebrants danced and en-
joyed themselves far into the night, knowing they were responsible for helping rebuild
a small part of a beautifulcountry geographically distant but close to their hearts.

The grand prize was donated by Frank Dill Travel Agency - a trip for two to
Hawaii, flight and accomodations - won by Inspector Marty Bastiani.

(415) 567-7625

KINOKUNIYA BOOK STORES
OF AMERICA CO., LTD

JAPAN CENTER
(UPPER LEVEL OF WEST BLDG.)

1581 WEBSTER ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
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THE POT STICKER

MANDARIN CUISINE
OPEN 7 DAYS

HOURS: 11:30.9:30
HOURS: 11:30.10:00	 3708 S. El Camino Real
150 Waverly Place	 San Mateo, Calif. 94402
San Francisco, Calif. 94108 	 Ph	 (415) 349-0149
Phone: (415) 397-9985	 one: (415) 574-9910

SARIMANOK

180 S. SPRUCE #260
SO. SAN FRANCISCO

877-0814
Name

Address
Return to:
San Francisco Police Officer's Association
510- 7th Street - - " 	 '

-	 SanPiandCalffbml,94iO5. i.	 ••	 -•. '	 -

Sarimanok & Robby Lopez
support the S.F. Police

-
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	 Reprinted S.F. Progress

iW Youth & The Law
San Francisco Police Chief Cornelius P. Murphy: "One of

the most serious problems facing the City of San Francisco
and the Police Department is the high incidence of crime
and unrest among our young people."

Chief Murphy's words echo a general movement
throughout the state to look deeper into the youth crime
problem-- -and to do something positive about it.

Both the State of California and the City of San Fran-
csc are taking immediate action to address this growing
concern of all citizens.

9'	 STATE OFCALIFORNL4
The state's juvenile justice system, and youth laws were

founded more than 20 years ago and today they reflect' a
patchwork quilt of inconsistency.

The track record o juvenile justice in California has
often been described as "out of date" and that the state is:
a lousy parent.

The inconsistency of the California Youth Authority
(CYA), the state's arm of the law in handling juvenile of-

• ,: fenders, s rampant.
Now in the State Assembly there is legislation---AB 419---

which will, if passed, establish a Commission for the Review
of the Juvenile Court Law.

From information we have received, this will NOT be• '	
'	 just another commission" but one formed to address a

•	 single objective and with a due date for its report--on the
governor's desk by January 1983.

We believe this commission, composed of leading law en-
forcement officials and school representatives, will make a
major contribution to this important aspect of our society.

Our only regret is that the work was not begun sooner.
• •'	 The work of the commission should be given the highest

priority and move with reasonable speed in the coming
•	 ' months.
• We extend our appreciation to Assemblymen Nolan, Gog-

gin and Greene and others for introducing this important
piece of legislation and urge its timely passage.

'	 THE CITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
_________ In keeping with the wordspf Chief Murphy quoted at the

top of this editorial, the Sad Fraücisco Police Department is
'taking positive action through its Community Relations unit
to assist youth in our City.

Chief Murphy and.his staff are , planning a series of con-
structive activities fOr youth to include camping, tickets for
athletic events dances and other social functions in addi-

I ____

U

_-d-..'

-•	 .	 '	 •tion to recreational equipment for 'sports events an1 corn-fa.riiIly dental prograrri	 Peli:nOf the keys to the success of the program is the

FOR ACTIVE AND RETIRED POA MEMBERS	
placement of police in the position of building better corn-

All San Francisco City & County Employees are also eligible.

	

	 It is the top priority of the Community Relations unit.
Chief Murphy is seeking public funds to help in this vital

service.
Businesses and individuals are being asked to help--in

any amount.	 -• -
If you have an interest in this important activity of our

police department, we urge your participation.

Checks may be made payable to:' Friends of the Police
Department/Sumnmer Youth Program, 850 Bryant Street,
Room 553, San Francisco, CA, 94103 or your contributions
may be sent directly to the San Francisco Progress, Youth
program Editorial Department, 851 Howard Street, SF,
CA, 94103 and we will be happy to forward them to Chief
Murnhv.

I

P1)5 helps us stay healthy.
Your farnilys dental health is tremendously 	 •	 3. No charge for teeth cleaning.

important, today and for the future, That's why	 A regular cleaning for each family member is part
Professional Dental Services was established - to 	 of the program.
provide top-quality, yet cost-effective programs of care. 	 • Odi,don& treatment by specialists at fixed fees.Through PDS. you select a respected dentist in your
local area, and gain these benefits:	 5. Many more advantagesl

Youll pay according to a fixed fee schedule for
other services. There are no claim forms:1. No charge for Initial examinations.
Also, PDS is compatible with existing

A thorough check-up for each coverage.member of your family is included in
Call now for a free brochure and listthe enrollment fee.
of participating dentlsts2. No charge for X-rays. (415) 861-6020Your PDS dental office provides

X-rays. as necessary, at no extra charge. 	 poeniandDakus.c	 Or return the coupon below

Please send me additional information about PDS. I'm interested in:

Per Pay Period	 PerYear
Family	 $3.84	 $99.00
Couple	 $2.76	 $71.00
Individual	 $1.92	 $49.00



THE PROPHET
BAR

MAN SUNG CO.
EASTWIND BOOKS & ARTS, INC.
GRAND TOURS INC.

EXCELSIOR
SUPER SHELL

TOWING & ROAD SERVICE

PETER CHI
3358 ARMY STREET

BETWEEN SO. VAN NESS
& MISSION

285-4588 TEL: 982-5918, 392-5451
1116 GRANT AVE SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94133
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The Bird Court: How Liberal Is It?
Reprinted from The California Journal by Kenneth Kahn

• A criminal case pivoting on the legality of police
search methods has been appealed to the state Supreme
Court. Question:Based on previous cases, how are the
seven justices apt to rule? Answer: Probably for the
defendant, with the key vote cast by Justice Mathew
Tobriner.

The Supreme Court is deciding a claim by a citizen
who is trying to collect damages from a city which the
individual alleges was negligent. Question: Is the court
apt to rule for the citizen or the government? Answer:
The odds are heavily in favor of the citizen.

The court is attempting to decide a civil conflict bet-
ween an employer and an employee involving unsafe
working conditions. Question: Will the court back
management or labor? Answer: The worker will pro-
bably win.

These conclusions about probable actions by the
state Supreme Court are drawn from an analysis of the
decisions handed down by the Bird Supreme Court.
The analysis covers cases deQided since 1977, when
Governor Jerry Brown made three appointments to the
court - Chief Justice Rose Elizabeth Bird and Justices
Wiley Manuel and Frank C. Newman. The statistics
are based only on cases in which at least two justices
dissented from the majority opinion. And the numbers
produced some interesting findings:

• Chief Justice Bird is not the most "liberal" member
of the court. Her old law professor, Newman, votes
more consistently for defendants, workers, consumers
and plaintiffs in negligence cases than the chief justice.

• Two of the so-called "liberal" justices, the veterans
Mathew Tobriner and Stanley Mosk, cannot be
counted as sure liberal votes on some types of issues.

• If either Mosk or Tobriner defects to the cónser-
vative side, chances are the liberals will be outvoted on
any specific case.

• Tobriner can be considered the swing vote on the
bench; statistics indicate he is rarely on the losing side.

• Manuel, who died last month, was a former ex-
ecutive in the attorney general's office before his first
appointment to the Alameda County Superior Court by
Brown He had a pqrcentage record almost identical to
Mosk's in votes on negligence cases, but they nearly
always took oppothte positions. l'his means that one of
them usually 'formed a majority with Bird, Tobriner
and Newman.

The Newman Difference

Newman, who voted the liberal line in more than 90
percent of the cases in all categories, was second to
Tobriner in the percentage of time with the majority.
One reason is that Newman joined the bench in January

(415) 362-9300	 COLOR TV'S

Virginia Hotel
312 MASON ST.

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
TWO BLOCKS FROM DOWNTOWN
AIRLINE TERMINAL
ACROSS FROM	 BANKAMERICARO &
MILTON HOTEL	 MASTER CHAROE

of 1978, and his percentage figures are distorted,
somewhat by the fact that he did not participate in as
many cases as the others.

Newman's arrival on the court made a significant dif-
ference in the outcome of cases. In the months prior to
his arrival, the Bird court handed down conservative
decisions in non-unanimous cases about half the time.
With Newman, liberal judgments have been rendered
77 percent of the time. Bird and Newman usually vote
together to form a liberal anchor, with Frank Richard-
son and William P. Clark Jr. doing precisely the same
thing at the other end of the judicial specturm.

Stanley Mosk, •a former attorney general appointed
by former Governor Edmund G. Brown Sr., votes with
the majority three-quarters of the time. He is con-
sidered one of the more creative justices in the country
and he pioneered the concept of "independent state
grounds," allowing the court to ignore United States
Supreme Court 4ecisions and go its own way. (Mosk
claims the federal and state constitutions serve different
purposes, and therefore similar issues can be decided
different ways by the federal and state judiciaries.)
Mosk's voting record can vary dramatically, depending
upon the issue. Only Newman votes with consumers
more often than Mosk. But in other civil casesinvolving
business, he is just as apt to vote for a corporation as
an individual.

The Swing Votes
It is thus impossible to develop a single liberal or con-

servative profile for the entire court. It is true that
Newman and Bird were liberal on all issues and that
Clark and Richardson were just as conservative. But
the swing voters - Manuel, Mosk and Tobriner -
were not nearly as consistent. Look at how the court
reacted in six different situations.

• Criminal cases involving constitutional questions,
such as search and seizure of the death penalty. Bird,
Newman and Mosk could be counted to vote for the
defendant almost all of the time. Tobriner joined them
three-quarters of the time, building a four vote majori-
ty. When Tobriner went over to the prosecution, he
usually formed a conserative bloc with Clark, Richard-
son and Manuel.

• Criminal cases involving miscellaneous issues, such
as evidence questions, the rights of the mentally and
sexually disturbed, trial by jury and prisoner rights.
Bird and Newman voted consistently for the defendant.
The key votes were cast by Mosk and Tobriner, who
voted for the defendant 75 percent of the time. Yet,
they often disagreed. And when one of them voted with
Clark and Richardson, Manuel' usually provided the
fourth vote for a majority.

CAR RANZA
JEWELRY

2859 A MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94110

824-1102

• Civil cases involving injury or liability. The court as
a whole ruled in favor of the plaintiff in 14 out of 15
cases. The reason is that Newman, Bird and Tobriner
took the liberal line almost all of the time. They were
invariably joined by either Mosk or Manuel, with
Richardson bolting from Clark on occasion.

• Civil cases with constitutional issues such as
freedom of religion, freedom of theY press, privacy or
equal protection under the law. Clark and Richardson
posted 100 percent conservative ratings in these cases,
and they were joined by Manuel most of the time. In
essence, the court swung with Mosk, who joined the
liberal group of Newman, Bird and Tobriner two-thirds
of the time.

• Consumer-versus-business cases. Tobriner was the
key in these cases. He voted with the majority in all but
one case, and the court went with business on the three
occasions that Tobriner did. Clark and Richardson
voted against consumers in every instance. These cases
involved such subjects as price fixing, usury and con-
sumer fraud.

• Labor-versus-management cases. Labor has three
stalwarts on the court in Bird, Newman and Tobriner.
The other justices, especially Mosk, join them often
enough to give workers a victory in more than four-
fifths of the cases. The issues involve workers' compen-
sations, bargaining rights, and due process for dismiss-
ed employees.

Overall, if someone is trying to predict the outcome
of a case during oral argument before the court, the key
words are: Watch Tobriner.

•	 ,

0
". . . Squirrel?!!"

YERBA BUENA
MARKET

201 - 6TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94103

777-6126

Thinking about picnics? Shop at:

LUCCA DELICATESSEN
Imported Groceries and Delicacies

"The Tastiest Little Dell In The World"

2120 Chestnut St.
San Francisco 94123

Phone: 921-7873

*	 CAFFE	 HONEY'S

SPORT	 BROILER

574 GREEN STREET	 320 BAYSHORE BLVD.
SAN FRANCISCO	 SAN FRANCISCO 94124

Tel. 981-1251	 647-7178

TUNE UP • AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
BATTERIES • BRAKES • TIRES

RAY M. KARDOSH	 PHONE
1820 SAN JOSE AT SANTA ROSA	 334-8866
SAN FRANCISOO, CA'94112	 ,	 ., 333-2261



The Diet Workshop program that will begin on Thursday, July 23rd, 5:30p.m. in
the Hail of Justice auditorium has been labelled "extremely beneficial, its effects
long-lasting and far superior to other methods of weight control," by Inspector John
McKenna - who boasts a weight loss of over 50 pounds.

The program centers around Diet, Exercise, Behavior Modification and Nutrition
and will run for 10 weeks with limited enrollment of 50 people.

Mary Gamba, who has been with The Diet Workshop for 8 years and was named
"Instructor of the Year, 1981" will lead the group through its last meeting in
September. Special "stress reduction" exercises will be a part of this newest employee
program sponsored by the Police Officers' Stress Program and Police Officers'
Association.

PRESENTS
ThE WORKING PERSON SEMINAR

FOR HALL OF JUSTICE EMPLOYEES & MEMBERS OF THE S.F. POLICE
DEPT.

BEGINNING THURS., JULY 23, 1981,5:30 P.M. IN THE
HALL OF JUSTICE AUDITORIUM

a 10-week pre-registered, pre-paid seminar for the working person
* featuring the ''6 Cyc'e Super Weight Loss Program"

• weekly topics presented by a trained and qualified instructor
* weekly instruction in Diet, Exercise, Behavior Modification and Nutrition
* private weigh-in and consultation prior to each meeting
*funl
* excitement in losingi

realistic goal. setting to et you where you want to be
*iatHaveYouGotTo?
* Interested?? Call 661-7200 to register or for further information
*10 wceks/84$.00 pro-registered, pro-paid
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TOURIST TRAP
Dianne Feinstein, Mayor
City & County of San Francisco

July 10, 1981

Dear Mayor Feinstein:
I have been working in the Western Addition/Hayes Valley area of the city

for the last nine years. Never has the problem of street crime been as bad as
it is today. In the month of June, there were 220 robberies in area "B". I have
seen local residents and tourists beaten, robbed, raped and even murdered.

Yesterday, I found two Swedish tourists walking in front of the "Pink
Palace" at Turk and Webster Streets. They were led there by this map I am
enclosing. I have marked area "B" and the "Pink Palace". There is also a
may showing the robbery patterns in area "B" during the month of June.

Several officers from my unit have tried to get the San Francisco Conven-
tion and Visitors Bureau to discourage tourists from going into the area.
They refuse to do so and I understand some of their reasoning, but this map
leads the poor unsuspecting foreigner right into the wolves' den; it is actially
providing the thugs of the neighborhood with victims. Then I have to spend
all my time trying to get to the victims before they become another dot on our
area crime map.

There are literally hundreds of Victorians west of the area in. the
Haight/Ashbury that would provide an equally picturesque walk without
leading our tourists through this high-crime area.

All the men and women of the Tactical Division would appreciate anything
you could do to help us in this uphill battle against crime.

Very truly yours,
Duane C. Collins
P.O.A. Director

Tactical Division

Another 'second-story man' bites the dust!

-	 -
I CONTINENTAL FOOD AND LOUNGE

I	 -
I	 VLASTA'S EUROPEAN

I	 RESTAURANT

I
VLASTA K(JCERA	 2420 LOMBARD ST.

V CLOSED MONDAYS	 SAN FRANCISCO
A OPEN: 5:30 PM-IIFM	 PHONE 931-7533

I = - -
PHONE 824-6672

AFTER 6 P.M. & SUN. 824-6671

DONATE BLOOD

IRWIN MEMORIAL
BL00b BANK

OF THE
SAN FRANCISCO

MEDICAL SOCIETY
:.56764OO

ELhIIDHN Tuwirnj & Sinraqil

1851 NEWCOMB AVENUE
JAY ARMSTRONG	 OFF 4700 BLOCK ON THIRD Sr.
HARLEY ROWE	 SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94124
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MEDAL OF VALOR
The Awards Committee met in Room 551, Hall of

Justice, on Friday, May 21, 1981 at 0930 hours, in
regular session.

Silver Medal
POLICE OFFICERS PETER A. BALESTRERI AND
JAMES E. DRAGO
• For services rendered on Thursday, November 20,
1980, at 0150 hours, when they responded to Van Ness
Avenue and Geary Street and were flagged down by
witnesses who said a crazy man had just fired two shots
at another man and then ran around the corner. The
officers then went after the suspect, located him in a
doorway and helled repeatedly to him to drop the gun.
The suspect responded by saying, "I don't think so,"
and began swinging the gun back and forth in the
direction of both officers. The officers, at great , per-
sonal risk, held their fire and after approximately 20
seconds the suspect slightly lowered his weapon which
was enough for the officers to rush him, grab his arm
and take the gun away from him.

LIEUTENANT DAVID P. CHRISTENSEN, POLICE
OFFICERS LUIS W. HAMILTON AND DENNIS J.
CALLAGHAN

For services rendered on Thursday, August 14, 1980,
at 0530 hours, when they responded to 78 Manchester
Street on a communications dispatch of shots being
fired. The suspect had barricaded himself in an upper
flat and was firing indiscriminately into the street.
Responding to the second floor they attempted to talk
the suspect into surrendering, at which time he
responded by firing six rounds from a .357 Magnum
revolver through the door, barely missing the officers.
The San Francisco Police Department SWAT Team ar-
rived and the suspect continued to fire at the officers.
After all efforts failed in an attempt to get the suspect
to surrender, the officers returned the suspect's fire,
fatally wounding him.

Bronze Medal
SERGEANT MARION D. JACKSON, SERGEANT
JOAQUIN G. SANTOS, POLICE OFFICER PAUL F.
MAKAVECKAS

For services rendered on Friday, November 28, 1980,
at 1845 hours, when they receiv,ed a cryptic telephone
message that at 111 Mason Street, Room #305, several
suspects were "bagging" heroin and that the suspects
were armed. They immediately responded to the loca-
tion in question. Two officers went to the front door
and a third covered the rear window. After knocking,
the door was opened and the officers identified
themselves. They were immediately confronted by two
armed suspects, one with gun in hand. One of the
suspects threw his weapon under the bed while the
other suspect continued to point his at the officers. The
officers ordered him to drop the weapon but he did not
do so until after the third officer crawled in the rear
window and ordered him to drop it. Seven other
suspects were inside the room also, one a female who
was wearing a shoulder holter containing a loaded .38
caliber revolver. All suspects were taken into custody
and the officers recovered $1,707.00 in U.S. Currency,
a large quantity of heroin, other drugs, cameras and
stenographic equipment.

SERGEANT JAMES F. RIBERO, POLICE OF-
FICER, LEON K. LOEW

For services rendered on Wednesday, December 24,
1980, at 0223 hours, when they responded to a radio
call of a suicidal jumper who was on the roof of a seven
story building at 2565 Third Street. The officers'went to
the roof of the building and tried to dissuade the man
from jumping. The man then climbed over the edge of
the roof and with his arms fully extended, held on only
by his fingertips. The officers disregarding their own
safety and cognizant of the hazards involved, i.e., rain-
ing, wet and slippery, grbbed the 175 lb. man by both
arms and, despite his struggling, managed to pull him
back upon the roof and saved his life.

GRANDMA'S SALOON
Jim (Goober) Smith

Retired SFPD
1232 Noriega St., San Francisco CA 94122

Phone (415) 665-7892

INSPEcTORS RONALD P. KERN AND KENNETH
R. KING, POLICE OFFICER ROBERT C.
HERNANDEZ

For services rendered on Tuesday, November 18,
1980, at approximately 2030 hours, when they observed
a wanted suspect traveling in a vehicle in the area of
45th and Taraval Streets. The officers stopped the
suspect and identified themselves as police officers. The
suspect immediately produced a revolver and pointed it
at the officers. Officer Kern then pulled his weapon and
fired at the suspect. The suspect fled with the officers in
hot pursuit, but they lost him in the area of Ocean and
Evergiade. A check revealed the auto was registered to
130 Morningside Drive. The officers responded to that
location and found the suspect hiding in the basement.
He was then taken into custody.

ASSISTANT INSPECTOR VINCENT P. REPE1'TO
For services rendered on Wednesday, November 26,

1980, at approximately 1805 hours, enroute to the Hall
of Justice to report for duty, observed a large crowd in
the 400 block of Ellis watching two persons, one with a
knife attacking the other. The Inspector alighted from
his vehicle to intercede as the suspect was repeatedly
lunging at thevictim with the knife. The Inspector step-
ped between the combatants, grabbed the suspect's
arm and in its downward thrust, and after a brief strug-
gle, disarmed and arrested the suspect. This suspect, in
a similar incident in June of this year stabbed another
person who required hospitalization. The actions of the
Inspector, without doubt, prevented serious, if not fatal
injuries to this victim.

POLICE OFFICERS ROBERT T. MC MILLAN AND
RONALD M. DINSLAGE

For services rendered on November 14, 1980, at 1627
hours, in the apprehension of an armed suspect who
had committed numerous- armed robberies of small
business establishments in various parts of the city.
These officers, through patient and diligent investiga-
tion, identified the suspect, staked out his premises and
when he arrived in a stolen vehicle arrested him before
he could pull a .38 caliber revolver from his waistband.

POLICE OFFICER TERRANCE M. COLLINS
For services rendered on Sunday, November 23,

1980, at 2138 hours, while on foot patrol in the 1300
block of Irving Stret, observed flames leaping 30 feet
into the sky from an apartment house located at 1295-
15th Avenue. After broadcasting the -fire on his PlC
radio, he responded and was told by fleeing tenants
that an elderly woman was still in her apartment on the
third floor. The officer, disregarding his own safety,
responded to the third floor and to the woman's apart-
ment and called out to her but there was no answer. At
that moment an intense blast of smoke forced the of-
ficer to leve the building gagging from smoke inhala-
tion. The body of the elderly woman was later
discovered on the inside stairway where she had ap-
parently ran into the fire and perished. Although
thwarted in his efforts to rescue the victim, Officer Col-
lins exhibited outstanding bravery above and beyond
the call of duty.

POLICE OFFICER ROBERT R. CROSAT
For services rendered on Saturday, December 13,

1980, at approixmately 1540 hours, off duty and driv-
ing his personal car at 28th Avenue and California
Street, interrupted an incident wherein a male suspect
with a buck knife was chasing another male. The of-
ficer pursued the suspect, stopped him, and identified
himself as a police officer. The suspect immediately
began waving his knife in a menacing gesture as he ap-
proached the officer. The officer, unarmed, made a
motion toward his back as if he was about to draw a
pistol. The suspect hesitated, dropped his knife and
was taken into custody. It was later learned that the
suspect was attempting to rob the man he was chasing
when the officer interceded.

Meritorious Conduct
POLICE OFFICERS DAVID B. MC LAUGHLIN
AND GABRIEL F. GALLAREAD

For services rendered on Friday, November 28, 1980,
at approximately 0400 hours, when they conducted an
investigation into the activities of a man in the area of
McAllister and Lyon, carrying a radio, TV equipment,
a backpack and other miscellaneous items. This in-
vestigation resulted in the discovery of a brutally
murdered man who had been killed by this suspect.
Had these officers not been so painstakingly thorough
in their investigation and choosing to take that extra
step, this case would have otherwise been most complex
and may have remained unsolved for a great period of
time.

Police Commission

Commendation

SERGEANTS JAMES C. BAILEY, RICHARD D.
HOLDER AND JULIAN M. LANDMAN, POLICE
OFFICERS JAMES W. BLOESCH, GEORGE B.
CIMA, BRIAN M. D'ARCY, ROBERT J. DEL
TORRE, JERRY C. DONOVAN, EDWARD B.
DULLEA, JOHN J. HENNESSEY, DONALD I. HEN-
SIC, DOUGLASS KIDD, MICHAEL P. LAWSON,
MARK A. POTTER, RICHARD G. SHEEHAN,
WAYNE J. SMITH, RICHARD G. SUDANO AND
MICHAEL F. TRAVIS

For services rendered on Thursday, June 5, 1980,
when they responded to 1125 Folsom Street, premises
that were occupied by a radical group known as the
Tribal Thumb which is a branch of the Black Libera-
tion Army and arrested 5 suspects.This was an especial-
ly courageous assault by these officers in that the sub-
jects were known to be armed with firearms and various
explosive devices.

SERGEANT ISAAC J. HENRY, POLICE OFFICERS
JOSEPH W. WEATHERMAN, DANILO G.
ESTIMADA, MAURICE E. EDWARDS, LEONARD
C. BELL, ROBERT J. BARBERO, ALLEN L. YIP,
MARK C. DONZELLI, ANTONIO L. CASILLAS,
MICHAEL GONZALES, ROBERT C. SPRINGER,
LEON K. LOEW, DOUGLAS M. CLENNELL AND
MARIO DI LORENZO

For services rendered on the morning of November 7,
1980, when they responded to a Communications call of
numerous shots being fired in the immediate vicinity of
2183 Revere Street, and apprehended a sniping suspect
who had plagued the lives of motorists and passengers
along Highway 280 for several months. Located in a
closet of the suspect's premises was an AR-15, a gas
mask, five boxes of .38 and .357 caliber ammunition, a
pair of binoculars and a flashlight.

POLICE OFFICERS LAWRENCE A. GRAY,
MELVIN S. BAUTISTA, DAVID R. ROBINSON
AND MICHAEL J. BIEL

For services rendered on Sunday, November 9, 1980,
at 2221 hours,when they did a truly outstanding piece of
police work in capturing an extremely dangerous
homicide suspect. Because of their alertness, attention
to detail and intelligent evaluation of what appeared on
the surface to be a routine arrest, a crazed and
dangerous murderer was apprehended.

POLICE OFFICERS RUSSELL J. MATLI AND
PETER M. DUSALACCHI
For services rendered on Friday, November 14, 1980,
when they came to the assistance of a State Police Of-
ficer who had searched an armed suspect but failed to
find a revolver secreted in the suspect's right rear
pocket. The suspect and the State Officer was alsO
unaware that the officers were watching them. When
the suspect began slowly reaching for the weapon, the
officers immediately moved in and disarmed him before
he could remove the weapon from his pocket. Further
investigation revealed that this suspect had just com-
mitted an armed robbery in the 300 block of Linden
Street.	 -

Willie E. Frazier, Secretary
- • • - THE AWARDS COMMITTEE



Reprinted The Law Officer, IUP
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HIRING EX-CONS
Editorial by Jim Osborne

Vice President & General Manager
KGO-TV

• Proposition 13-type Legislation. Stiff a major con-
cern. In Massachusetts, where a tax cut proposition
was passed in October,major public service cuts will be
made. The loss is estimated at $600 million. Similar
proposals were defeated in Arizona, Nevada, Oregon,
South Dakota and Utah.

GUN CONTROL
POLICE SURVEY SAYS NO

A recent survey of police attitudes on gun control has
found overwhelming opposition to state and local
firearms laws, while at the same time suggesting that
the nation would derive little or no benefit from
stronger Federal gun legislation.

The survey, which was run by Law Enforcement
News, sampled reader attitudes on five general gun-
related questions, including the effectiveness of state
and local statutes, the constitutionality of gun control
laws, the possible benefits of Federal laws and the
desirability of handgun and rifle registration.

In a resounding barrage of 'no' votes,
that crossed all political, occupational and geographic
lines, more than three-quarters of those responding, or
78.2%, stated that local and state gun ordinances do
not help to reduc& crime. The negative reaction was
even stronger among those who identified themselves as
law enforcement professionals, with responses ranging
from an 82.4% ineffectiveness rating from line officers
to an 86.7% vote of no from 'police executives. Eighty-

- five percent of the supervisory personnel responding
said such local laws 'had no effect in reducing crime.

While the flood of negative sentiment may have been
a consequence of perceived ineffectiveness of the ex-
isting patchwork of widely varying state and local
statutes, the notion backfires in the face of the similarly
skeptical attitude toward stronger Federal firearm
legislation. Over half of those responding said the na-
tion would not benefit from more stringent Federal con-
trols, and an additional 15% indicated that there wOuld
be only limited benefits as a result of such action. Only
27% saw the country benefiting greatly from nation-
wide gun control.

Proponents of firearms control measures can take
only small consolation from the results of a question on
the constitutionality of gun control. By a margin of 3-2,
respondents conceded the constitutional legitimacy of
firearms legislation, with most of the favorable votes
coming from those who described their political
philosophy as moderate or liberal.

There's something alout that guy

AZTECA AUTO BODY SHOP
COMPLETE AUTO RECONSTRUCTION
FRANK ZELAYA Y RENE SOMARRIBA

GENERAL MECHANIC

2140 FOLSON STREET	 PH 963.6410/6411
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF. 94110

BUTCHER BOY
RESTAU RANT

914 LARKIN ST.
SAN FRANCISCO 94109

441-9158.

The city of San Francisco is going to have to make an
important choice soon. The people who try to run the
city must decide if providing work for ex-cons is more
important than public safety. In most cities, there
wouldn't be any doubt about that choice. In San Fran-
cisco, there seems to be nothing but confusion.

The. Youth Guidance Center hired an ex-con as a
counselor for the young people there. He was a
registered sex offender who had served time for rape
and kidnapping. He was recently arrested on new sex
charges involving juveniles at the Center.

The Sheriff's Department hired two ex-cons to work
in the prisoner services area. One had served time for
rape, robbery and kidnappingL He was recently con-
victed of rape and will be tried on a second rape charge
soon.

The other ex-con had a long record of drug-related
arrests. He was recently arrested and charged with
several crimes, including possession of drugs for sale.
Muni has hired several ex-cons as drivers. They had
served time for a variety of crimes. I the past year,
some of them have made headlines for actions involving
the public.

We realize it's not easy for ex-cons to find jobs. We
see no objection to their being hired by the city. But city
officials do have an obligation to protect the safety of
the public. We don't think ex-cons who represent a real
danger to the public should be hired by the city; nor do
we think that those who might represent a danger
should be put in jobs where they deal with the public.
There has to be better screening of ex-cons for city jobs
because public safety demands it.

What do you think?

Arowd The Clock

COURTESYTOW SERVICE

752 296O
1934 Clement San Francisco 94121

F. A. BARSOCCHINI
SE'R VICE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

567 - 7th STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94103

863-0415

MODERN TACKLE

2975 MISSION ST. 	 8244450
(Bet. 25th & 26th St.)

• FROZEN BAIT
• FISHERMAN'S-SUPPLIES
• ROD AND REEL REPAIRING
• COMPLETE FLY TYING EQUIPMENT -

r-----------------------
I	 Forest Hill Union Service Center 	 I

300 Laguna Honda Boulevard
- San Francisco, California 94116

Telephone (415) 566-9934

I	 Complete Foregn & Arnencan AutomOhve Serv 	 I
CertAed Auto Care Tune-Ups Brakes

I	 Wheel Al,gnrnenl. Au Condihoning and Emission Control

LI 111.11 hdrrperderrt Dedler Marketurg Unmn 76

10% OFF ALL MECHANICAL WORK
2$ OFF EACH GAL. OF GAS WITH COUPON	 -

L..------------------------J

We've been working closely with the AFL-CIO's
Public Employee Department on laws affecting police
officers and other public employees. With the
assemblage of the 97th Congress early this year, it's a
good time to look back and see what the IUPA did in
past years, and where we're headed now.

• Public Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(PERISA). Congressional task force report was finish-
ed, and a bill introduced. IUPA testified. Good
chances in the 97th.

• Public Employee Unemployment Compensation.
The challenge to coverage for state and local employees
was dumped, as the Supreme Court recently upheld the
constitutionality of the . provision. IUPA President Kier-
nan says he's "Elated" at the high court's decision.
"All workers, regardless of who they work for," Kier-
nan said, "Deserve the protection of unemployment
assistance. The myth of job security in the public sector
has long been shattered..."

• Public Safety Officers Death Benefit Bill The
$50,000 death.bénefit bill for federal fire and law en-
forcement officers did pass the 96th C6ngress, but was
vetoed by Prsident Carter. Our sponsors are introduc-
ing it again this session, and we're pushing for early
passage.

•Mandatory Social Security. Many tudies, but not
legislation. .IUPA, with PED, will continue to fight
against it.

• Civil Service Reform Act. PED and IUPA sup-
ported passage of a reform bill to provide, for-the first
time ever, a basis for collective bargaining for federal
employees. IUPA sees this as a.compromise, but a ma-
jor step forward, nevertheless.

• Secret Service Pay . Bill (H.R.. 7782). UnifOrmed
Secret Service officers will be getting the same cost of
living increases as other federal employees thanks to
IUPA legislative efforts Earlier similar legislation was
passed for the U S Park Police Both bills were in
troduced by Representative Leo Zeferretti (D N Y)

•.Collective Bargaining a recent Leagtie of Cities
case, denying the power of Congress to apply the Fair
Labor Standards Act to state and local employees, was
carefully studied by the PED. The AFL-CTObelieves a
collective bargaining bill could be legally enacted but
Congressional support has been inadequate

• A Bill - H.R. 777 - for collective bargaining,
died in the 96th Congress because of opposition by the
League of Cities. A recent Supreme Court refusal to
issue a writ in a related case, however, suggests that
bargaining legislation Would be constitutional.

Michel and Catherine Blanchard

Lø CasteiP
3235 Sacramento San Francisco 921-7115

33RD AND JUDAH
MARKET

2801 JUDAH
SAN FRANCiSCO

664-1835

LeDomino
French Restaurant & Bar

2742-17th St.
San Francisco 94110
	

626-3095

BAR OPEN 5:30 PM - 12:30
DINNER 6:15 PM - 11:00



Photos by Gale Wright

Underwater rescue equipment



U NIF 0 R1'IS by Robert M. Swall
Director, Co. A
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co p a b u n d I e Reprinted S.F. Examiner

NASHVILLE,
(UP) - A police
who fired point-black at a
man threatening him with
a knife was ordered to pay
$15,000 to a bystander he
hit who was standing 25
feet and 90 degrees away.

The Tennessee Court of
Appeals said such "tern-
ble. marksmanship" con-
stituted negligence' by
Patrolman Timothy Allen.

But the man with the

badly, and is thus not
liable for injuries suffered
by the bystander, the court
said.

The court's opinion
came in affirming a lower
court ruling holding Allen
liable to Robert L.
Romines Sr., the injured
bystander, but dismissing
a similar claim against the
attacker, Randall Ray

Allen was responding to
a report of trouble at a
Nashville restaurant in
February 1979 when Pond
emerged from the
restaurant and approach-
ed with the knife. Allen
fired at Pond, who was
about 3 feet away and.
short Romines, who .was
"25 to 40 feet" away.

Tenn knife couldn't predict that Pond. Romines had filed
)fficer anyone could shoot that s u it a c a in s t b 0th.

The Chief sho ws he can do it

Ed Pryal's destruction derby car 	 '

Here, I will not address the problem of having to wait weeks for new uniforms or
alterations from Herb's Uniform Co. This atrocity has been a well-known fact for a
long time now, and it is not getting any better. Their attitude seems to be a little more
amiable, but this stiil doesn't get you any uniforms or alterations in a reasonable
amount of time.

The most blatant problem in my opinion, is the quality of the uniforms that we are
wearing. The uniform shirts are so thin that you can see through them. They serve no
real purpose except for decoration. Some sort of other shirt has to be worn
underneath the uniform shirt to keep you warm because the uniform shirt is not func-
tional. The uniform pants aren't much better. If you look at the uniform pants of any
officer working on the street, you will probably see visible and unsightly patchwork on
the rear pockets.

I've seen the uniforms of various police departments around the Bay Area, and the
San Francisco police uniforms are by far the worst that I have seen. Money should not
really be a factor since it would cost the city less money if police officers would not
have to constantly be reissued new uniforms because the old ones were worn out.
Something has to be done before the department starts to issue us paper mache
uniforms.

tiRei
by David Finn

S
o, the Police Internal Affairs Bureau is less than perfect: Compared to the
outrages perpetrated by the Redevelopment Agency who legally "stole" and

destroyed untold blocks of citizen's properties, or the Housing Authority whose
buildings are so badly in violation of fire and safety codes that a private owner would
be in jail for such criminal violations, or Muni whose drivers run red lights with im-
punity, operate vehicles that are unsafe, and boondoggled millions with a years
behind schedule Metro, one has to concede that the shortcomings of the lAB are petty
in comparison.

We are fortunate in having a Chief of Police who on being given allegations of'
shortcomings in the JAB immediately ordered a full investigation by an outside
civilian. The results of the investigation recommended that tighter procedures be f or-
mulated for JAB handling of alledged police brutality and found most of the allega-
tions of JAB coverups of police brutality to be without foundation. Notwithstanding,
Chief Murphy and the Mayor are pursuing means of having tighter audit control on
all such charges in cooperation with the Police Commission, whose duty it is to
oversee the police department and its operations.

When we get down to the nitty gritty of police brutality, it is usually a claim made
by persons charged with major crimes. Unfortunately, it is not usually possible to get
an armed robber, a mugger, or rapist or other perpetrator of felonies, especially
violent ones, to quietly put out his hands for the handcuffs and be obediently lcd off
for booking. 'In real life most of these people resist quite violently. The police have lit-
tle choice but to use as much force as is necessary to subdue them and make the ar-
rest. Perhaps at times they may use more than the minimallynecessary amount, but
that is usually determined by hindsight. And when you come down to it, how many of
our decent citizens feel that the police officer should unnecessarily expose himself to
physical injury, or even death by being overly kind and considerate of the suspected
criminal especially when surrounded by a hostile mob that is trying to prevent the ar-
rest?

I know there are those who claim that "honest" citizens have been subjected to
police brutality. If people are drunk or under the influence of drugs and their
behavior is violent or abusive toward the officers who stop them, there is bound to be
a physical confrontation and who gets blamed? The officer who is doing his duty try-
ing, by exposing his life to constant danger, to keep our community safe for our per-
Sons and our property.

The tremendous emotional strain that police officers work under, the constant ex-
posure to violence and death, the physical abuse they receive time after time in mak-
ing arrests, the frustrations of seeing absolute criminals they have arrested turned
back on the streets for the most petty of legal technicalities by appellate courts who
don't give a dathn if the arrested person in fact did commit a murder or any other
felony, but are solely concerned with whether the officers in those tense moments
practiced more law than the average attorney is expected to know and observed the
latest technical decisions. So, some officers, being ordinary mortals just as you and I,
sometimes over-react to the verbal and physical abuse of the arrested, person. If there
are some officers who reach the point that they cannot cope and repeated indications
come to the attention of the , JAB they are empowered and do take action to suspend or
even permanently relieye such men of their duty.

I believe we have an obligation to these men who have served us and have been
broken emotionally by the strain. They should not be thrown out of their jobs. I
believe the JAB would act more rapidly and the public would be better served to have
them reassigned to other types of police duty where they do not have to have the kinds
of confrontations that caused their over-reaction.

Under Chief Cornelius Murphy we have seen a rapid resurgence of morale in our
police department, a substantial increase in arrests, and more importantly, arrests
which stand up in court so that our District Attorney, Arlo Smith, is able to maintain
the highest rate of convictions in jury trials of any county in the entire state.

Let us fight this knee-jerk attempt by radical elements to discredit our police force.
Support the Chief, his department and the Mayor as they implement the im-
provements that they have determined on from the impartial study conducted under
their orders. Every one of you who is tired of having the city turned over to the mug-
gers, hoodlums, dopers and other criminal elements should be just as active in your
support of your police department as the radical element are to destroy it. WRITE the
Mayor, WRITE your Supervisors telling them HANDS OFF OUR POLICE
DEPARTMENT; Write Chief Murphy in support of your police who are doing the
best job they can for you.



PAL Pee Wee Baseball Director Mrs. Thelma Williams is shown with the Fulgham
Triplets, members of the PAL Rookies II. They are: Katika, Zadisha and Sabrina.
(Photo by Pat Goudvis)

He's our SFPOA representative for al/your casualty insurance needs

• AUTO 'HOME. RECREATIONAL VEHICLES • BUSINESS INSURANCE'
• SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR NON-SMOKERS & GOOD DRIVERS'
• Discounts also extended for Multiple Cars & Good Students'

383-7546
Farmers Insurance Group

Fast * Fair * Friendly Service

FARMIRS
4INSuRAEI

GROUP

CL
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For additionalinformation -
P/i.-nw PA!.: 567-3215

IL?
.-i---- 04N FRANC%S

by Herbert P. Lee
i:icDire ctor of Activities

Also for the first time,
ladies from the Police Of-
ficers' Wives Auxiliary	 _____________
(President Jean Calabro	 ______	 ______
volunteered their services
as hostesses in the recent
graduation reception of Sgt. Herb Lee, PAL, is flanked by members of the PAL Cadets and Police Officcrs
the 142nd Recruit Class. - Wives Auxiliary at the recent reception following the graduation exercises of the
Members of the PAL 142nd Recruit Class. From left to right, the ladies are: Pat Barsetti, Marianne
Cadets and yours truly will Strange and Sue Cardinale. The Cadets are: Cadet Lt. Tim Oberzeir (left) and Cadet
welcome their assistance. Larry Miglio. The group volunteers their services at each Recruit Class Graduation.
(See accompanying (Photo byJohn Breuner)
photo).

LAW
ENFORCEMENT

CADETS
The PAL Law Enforce-

ment Cadet Summer In-
service Training has com-
menced. PAL Cadets have
been assigned to various
units and details through
August 14, 1981. In addi-
tion, the FTO Stations
(Central, Mission and Nor-
thern) have been included
in this year's detail of PAL
Cadets. From all reports,
the Cadets are most
welcome and they are lear-
fling the many facets of law
enforcement.

FOOTBALL

PAL Football Commis-
sioner Inspector Kelly
Waterfield (Recruitment)
announces PAL Tackle
Football signup as Satur-
day July 25, 1981, 10 a.m.
The four locations
throughout the City where
signups will be taken are:
Kimball Park, Geary and
Steiner 1 Crocker-Amazon
Park, Geneva and
Moscow, Portola Park,
Felton and Holyoke, and
Glen Park, Chenery and
Elk. All boys 11 through
14 weighing riot less than
95 nor more than 130 lbs.
are invited to participate.
Players must be born bet-
ween December 1, 1966
and November 30, 1970.
Ninth graders who are 14
years of age and ineligible.

For additional informa-
tion, call PAL Head-
quarters (567-3215). All
uniforms and equipment
are provided at no charge.
Any adult interested in
coaching youth football is
to contact PAL Head-
quarters.

SAILING

The PAL Sailing Pro-
gram under the direction
of PAL Commissioner Lt.
Mario Tovani (Co. ) has
begun. The students meet
at the Police Range where
six 14' day sail boats are
available. Classes are held
at 10 a.m. each Thursday
for 8 weeks.

SOCCER

The PAL Shannon
Rovers Soccer Team
(under 12) under the direc-
tion of Coach Con
Keighran, will play a post
season game against the
Kastrup Boldklub of
Copenhagen, Denmark at
the Polo Fields Wednes-
day, July 1, 1981 at 6 p.m.

The Kastrup Club, one of
the top youth teams in the
Copenhagen area, will play
three other matches
through the Bay Area dur-
ing its visit. A followup
report of this match will
appear in next month's
issue.

SAM. SHUM UNION
3601 LAWTON, SAN FRANCISCO

665-5525

Your headquarters for all your automotive needs, specializ-
ing in tune-ups, brake work and engine overhauls. When you
deal with Sam Shum you will prove for yourself that their
reputation for fairness and honesty is well deserved.

Also, visit us at our new location, 168 Hyde, S.F., 673-9455.

SAVE UP TO 20%	 VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

SONITROL
security systems

Sonitrol of San Francisco Ltd.
351 Eighth Street, San Francisco, California 94103 	 5529700
George NIcolino, President 	 David J. Kuhiman, General Manager

Attention all business owners, corporations and residents. There
are a great many security system specialists throughout the Bay Area.
However, there is something that sets Sonitrol Security Systems apart
and that's Why police respond to their calls far more effecitvely.

Sonitrol has earned an outstanding reputation because of a very low
percentage of false alarms. Sonitrol Systems are unique because they
use a "live sound activated monitoring system that's computerized for
effectiveness. This means if a noise is made at your premise, like a
smashing Window, the police arrive Within minutes. Sonitrol is known
for their integrity and reliability. Call now.

Sonitrol works closely with law/enforcement agencies and would
like to take this opportunity to thank them for their support.

- . -,	 4• • -	 - .	 . -	 - -	 -	 -	 -

CONTACT
MICHAEL MILLER...

FOR A QUICK
TELEPHONE QUOTE

TO CHECK YOUR
ELIGIBILITY
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BOXING

Shown above being congratulated by Chief Murphy for recently winning the National
Junior Olympics Boxing Title is PAL Boxer Ricky Uzzel, 15. Also shown is PAL Head
Boxing Coach Bill Mateo, who accompanied the Champ to the finals. (Photo by Curt
Cashen)

San Francisco PAL Box- Minnesota, Columbus, Another outstanding
er Ricky Uzzel was crown- Ohio, Garden City, Mon- junior olympic boxer
ed the American Boxing tana and Bristol, Georgia. developed by Coaches Bill
Federation Junior Olympic	 Mateo and Rio Rosa, is lit-
National Champion after The 15 year old 139 tie 70 lb. Jimmy Ford. The
defeating Tony Smith of pounder attends Jefferson 10 year old boxer also won
Georgia, Saturday June High in Daly City and is a his local elimination in the
27th, 1981, at Colorado straight A student. 	 Junior Olympks to repre-
Springs, Colorado.	 sent San Francisco PAL in

PAL Boxing Coach Bill Victorville, CA and emerg-The 5 foot 11 inch Mateo, who accompanied
southpaw defeated seven Uzzel, states that he's a ed with a gold medal and
opponents in a span of two natural boxer and has an #1 ranking in Region XIII

(which includes California,
months to achieve his title. excellent future in boxing. Utah, and Nevada). Jim-

He began his, quest for Uzzel has been invited my's record is now 10 and
the title by entering the to be on the United States 0. Keep up the good work.
local and regional elimina- Boxing Team, and will Other PAL boxers with
tions, and knocking out compete with the U.S. Region XIII rankings are:
his first three opponents. team in Mexico next Alfie David #4, Henry
In the finals held recently month. Congratulations to Oliver #3, Mike Ford #2,
in Colorado Springs, he Ricky and we wish him Bobbie "Bones" Bowman
defeated, in succession, every success in the 1984 #1, and Roberto Osorio
boxers from Minneapolis, Olympics.	 #2.

SF

PENINSULA
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* ANTS

* FLEAS
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* MOTHS

* ROACHES

BIRD CONTROL

INSPECTIONS & REPAIRS

COMMERCIAL - RESIDENTIAL

1 566-06001
2534 JUDAH	 SAN FRANCISCO

"C' T • Overisiltiug Chiiatin

	

POINTS Of INTEREST" 	 Berth leack & The

LOCATED IN THE	 FISaICISI Iistriét. Easy

c:7	 Access Ti Diwutesi
5L FbRrms's
WaitC.tTewer&
Famous Restaurants

OF SAN FRANCISCO	 • F*mllies/NsueymueIerS

The Luxurious	
• km Size Reds
• Free Parking
• Color TY/Csftee I. Every

Bourn
-	

• Russ Decurated Ii
Beautiful Orteutal
MOtifs

• Sauna • Tours

oyat acif k
MOTOR INN

.	 Approved

For Reservations
CaII

L__7814661
"I

IPdU

66lBroadway	 .

PAL Head Coach Bill Mateo ministers to his protege
Ricky Uzzel between workouts. (Photo by Herb Lee)

T-SHIRT
r--i THE	 GOLF CAP

PLAQUEk	 iCHuBAN	 STAMP
TROPHY

CHIBRN4 SHOP	 UNIFORM

featuring;

Your Name in Japanese
JAPAN CENTER

ASK FOR JOE	 22 PEACE PLAZA, NO. 210
TEL. (415) 931-7712 	 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115

GLASS FOR ALL PURPOSES - CUT & INSTALLED
AUTOMOBILES	 STORE FRONTS

STATE LICENSED

A. JEAN GLASS CO.
DRIVE IN SERVICE

OPEN SATURDAY
BILL LEAVITT	 3733 GEARY BLVD.
PHONE 387.3310	 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118

15% DISCOUNT TO OFFICERS WITH LD

TACY'S SOUL FOOD

COCKTAILS
OPEN DAILY	 8 AM -2 AM

2024 Mission Street
San Francisco 94110	 861-9639

Cajun - Creole,cooking By Ray

Recently crowned National Junior Olympics Champion
Ricky Uzzel (139 lb.) strikes a pose while working out
at the PAL Boxing Gym. Ricky is ranked No. 1 in the
nation. (Photo by Herb Lee)

OLYMPIC TROPHY & AWARD CO.

WE SUPPORT THE SAN FRANCISCO POLICE DEPT.

431-3034
1375 MISSION

Nk TICHY	 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 941

SAN FRANCISCO

TOWING
24 HOUR TOWING

EMERGENCY. ROAD SERVICE
RADIO DISPATCHED TRUCKS

999 Ocean Ave.
San Francisco 94112	 285-4114



DIAMOND PRESS

1176 VALENCIA
SAN FRANCISCO 94110

826-5700

AZTECA MARKET
544 EXCELSIOR AVE.

SAN FRANCISCO 94112
585-8092

GLADSTONE
MARKET 708 POLK ST.

SAN FRANCISCO

COOPER— ROBINSON
Used Cars

1801 MIssion Street
	

Telephone
San Francisco 94103
	

431-0663

TEL.776-0260
	 PHARMACY	 1

CIVIC CENTER PHARMACY

Cleaners	 I
SRIK QUALITY CLEANING

FORMERLY EXCLUSIVE CLEANERS
2429 CALIFORNIA STREET

NEXT TO O.F.I.

Phones: 346-0626, 346-0324

AD VER TISE

in the

.,14g
. - - — — — — - -

FAST FOOD DELI
494 Eddy St. San Francisco, CA 94109

(415) 441-5265

POLICIMAN
for rates call

HAIRSTYLING

LATEST STYLING & HAIR CUTTING I

Hair 

Loft	 I

FOR MEN & WOMEN	 I

We support the SFPOA
(415) 566-2323

600 IRVING STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

LIQUORS	 I

NANCY HUFFAKER

676-0575

or

POLICE NEWS

(408) 988-1676
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a'	 CLASSIFIED
MISCELLANEOUS	 1

BENNETT AUTOMOTIVE
Foreign and Domestic Cars

411 Valencia
San Francisco, CA 94103	 863-1769

J. J. MORRIS AUTO PARTS
Complete Line of Auto Parts

	
BUDGET SAVINGS MARKET

At Discount Prices
	

Real Estate

1198 Market St.
San Francisco 94102

628-8080

HOME RENTALS & REALTY
34 Yrs. as Rental Specialists

2465 Lombard Street	 Kenneth J. Beard
San Francisco	 Owner-Manager
922-1040

LORD JIM'S
1500 BROADWAY
SAN FRANCISCO

PLAY INN

894 GEARY
SAN FRANCISCO 94109

441-9217

BIG NICK'S PADDOCK

436 GEARY
SAN FRANCISCO 94102

673-2079

QUINTO PATIO BAR

209- 6th Street
San Francisco, CA 94111

982-2491

Deadline for articles is the 1st

Wednesday of every month.

6001 MISSION, DALY CITY
661 Dlvisadero St.	 587-7222
San Francisco 94117
	

567-4850

J&A FOLSOM AUTO BODY
	

CHARLIE'S MARKET

1264 FOLSOM
	 3960 IRVING

SAN FRANCISCO 94103
	

SAN FRANCISCO 94122
681-9569

OCEAN LIQUORS

Discount Liquors
5856677	 1907 Ocean Avenue

San Francisco 94127

RACQUETBALL AND RUNNING
CLEARANCE SALE

\_/j\J	 We errirronno not all oar rqoerboll nqoipnmenl—ro. iets. glones.
r1rt111	 loollo. nero oeies—ondesorythinp roost go.

1-u	
EkIekm reskets	 ron 535.-SO. 	 209'. nil

	

you Import XC	 tog. 546.95	 20/. nil
And in our running deportment, were cleonog out our

1)	 Brooks Vnntogo	 tog. 634.95	 .nw$27

	

Vnntoge Supreme	 ton. $39.95	 now 532
1307 Ninth AmId 1rs4.gk Sn, Pranritnn 665-6311

415-585-1014

SUNNYSIDE GROCETERIA

301 Detroit St.
San Francisco, GA 94131

FOUR WAY

MARKET

1810 — 23RD STREET

SAN FRANCISCO 94107

282-9619

Support

Our

Advertisers

They

Your Paper



• W 230 jackson,

san francisco, ca 94111 telephone 982-9500

Closed on Monday
982-7855	 Open 11:30 A.M. to 12:30 A.M.

UNIVERSAL CAFE

826 Washington St., San Francisco

BANGKOK RESTAURANT
THAI CUISINE

O8 Clement at 3rd Ave.
Sn Francisco, CA 94118	 Tel. (415) 386-9669
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Restaurants 8 Cafes

- Japanese
4	 Restaurant

_KINOK4WA
347 Grant Ave.,Safl Francisco 94108 • 956-6085

THE SOUTHERN SANDWICH
AND LOAF HOUSE

BAR-B-QUE - LOUISIANA FISH
SUPER HAMBURGERS

PHONE: 567-0498	 -
2606 SUTI'ER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

Bayanffian Philippine Cuisine

5020 Geary Blvd. at 14th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94118

386-9875

EL ZARAPE ROOM
Mexican Food

3349-23rd Street
San Francisco

NATOMA CAFE

145 NATOMA
SAN FRANCISCO 94105

282-1168
	 495-3289

J. TIKIBOB'S
if'\..	 POST AND TAYLOR

I (	 SAN FRANCISCO
673-7500

POLYNESIAN CHOW AND GROG

FUKUSUKE

Japanese Restaurant

3854 Geary Blvd.
San Franàisco 94118

Phone: 386-6077
Closed Mondays

467.6511

RACHA CAFE:
"BEST IN THAI FOOD"
807 ELLIS STREET

SAN FRANCISCO 94109
885-0725

LA CASA CINCO

Mexican Restaurant

3606 San Bruno Ave.
San Francisco 94134

HARDING PARK GOLF COURSE
RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

SKYLINE BLVD. & HARDING RD.
SAN FRANCISCO 94132

681-1170

Albértito's Restaurant
AUTHENTIC MEXIAN FOOD

Al Garza	 397-9139
601, Columbus Ave.	 Take out food
San Francisco Closed Sun. Hours: 5 p.m. till 10:30 p.m.

TEE OFF SEAFOOD

RESTAU RANT & COCKTAILS

3129 CLEMENT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94121
	

752.54391

(fJHIèriyaki Restaurant
-	 1310 Grant Ave., San Francisco 94133

Tel.(41 5) 781-2068
On Grant and Vallejo

CORDON BLEU
VIETNAMESE RESTAURANT

2227 POLK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO	 .	 441-7187

OPEN 11.30 AM 109PM
C.O$E0 SUNDA'Q'r1&	

Q45, FRI. - SAT. TILL 10 PM

FINE CANTONESE CUISINE 	 16213020 I______	 RESTAURANT

LUNCH • DINNER 	 245 CHURCH $T.-	 FOOD TO TAKE OUT NEAR MARKET ST.

FIVE HAPPINESS
RESTAURANT

309 CLEMENT ST.	 387-1734
4142 GEARY BLVD.	 387-2666

NEW JACKSON CAFE

640 Jackson, San Francisco 94133
986-9717

NAM YUEN RESTAURANT

740 WASHINGTON STREET	 781-5636.
SAN FRANCISCO 94108 	 781-5638

ESME'S Oining&DrinkingtoMusic

10 Mark Lane	 Lunch 11:30 • Dinner6p.m.
Bet. Kearny & Grant off Bush
San Francisco, CA 94108	 LIVE JAZZ NIGHTLY
982-0393

GOURMET CAFE
	

•1

490 MC ALLISTER
SAN FRANCISCO

621-7447

LA TRAVIATA
AUTHENTIC ITALIAN CUISINE

TELEPHONE	 2854 MISSION ST.
282-0500	 SAN FRANCISCO 94110

CURLY'S COFFEE SHOP

	

1
Breakfast All Day & Lunch

500 COLUMBUS
SAN FRANCISCO

392-0144

f	 .-.	 -



1981 SANTA CLARA TOURNAMENT
SECOND PLACE

Standing L-R: Gary Delagnes, Jerry Donovan, Jack Minkel, John Mino, Warren
Hawes, Ross Laflin, Tom Taylor. Kneeling L-R: Al Mould, Dave Herman, Jim
Drago, Mike Keyes, Al McCann, Bob Del Torre

TEAM STATISTICS

Name	 Games	 AB	 Runs	 Hits	 Average

Al McCann	 7
	

25
	

10
	

15	 .600
Ross Laflin	 3
	

7
	

4
	

4	 .571
Jim Drago	 7
	

20
	

8
	

11	 .550
Mike Keyes
	 7
	

20
	

10
	

11
	

350
John Mino
	 7
	

27
	

9
	

14	 .519
Dave Herman	 7
	

31
	

9
	

16	 .516
Gary Delagnes	 7
	

26
	

7
	

13	 .500
Warren Hawes	 7
	

26
	

10
	

13	 .500
Bob Del Torre	 7
	

21
	

6
	

10	 .476
Jerry Donovan	 7
	

28
	

10
	

13	 .464
Jack Minkel
	

7
	

25
	

7
	

11	 .440

REBUILT VW and PORSCHE
Rebuilt Engines and Transmissions
Complete Tune-up • Lube b Oil • Brake Jobs 4o

911-912-914

Enjoy

108 SANTA MARIA/SAN BRUNO, CA 94066
Bob GiIiey/(415) 588-1151

Everyone knows that V.W. automobiles will last forever when they are
maintained properly. Bring your V.W. or Porsche to Bob Gluey for the at-
tention it may need. Call 588-1151 today to make an appointment.

The basic philosophy behind V.W. and Porsche automobiles is similar.
Both cars were originally designed and engineered in Germany by Mr.
Porsche. Therefore the use of the same shop for V.W. and Porsche
owners make sense.

Bob Gluey specializes In rebuilt engines and transmissions as well as
complete tune-ups, lube and oil and brake jobs. Complete auto care for
your V.W. or Porsche.

Rebuilt V.W. and Porsche Is located at 108 Santa Maria in San Bruno.

.,;

ThE COCA-COLA BTLG.CO.
OF CAL-S.F.
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SPORTS
SFPOA TEAM TAKES 2ND PLA CE IN SANTA CLARA

SOFTBALL TO URNAMENT
by Bob Del Torre

The SFPOA Softball Team continued its winning
ways, capturing a second place in the Santa Clara Mis-
sion City Tournament on June 6th and 7th. Eighteen
teams from the Bay Area competed in the two day tour-
nament.

SF met up with Sunnyvale PD in its first game,
beating them 11-5. Jerry Donovan belted a two-run
homer in the game, while Pitcher Jim Drago held the
opposing team to only five runs.

SF second game against Sacramento P.D. was a
"slugfest" with S.F. collecting 23 hits in the game.
With the score tied 14-14 in the last inning, Shortstop
John Mino singled, placing him on first base. Coach
Jim Drago went to Ross Laflin to pinch-hit in this
pressure situation. Ross Laflin's past performances of
good solid ballplaying was the key to Coach Drago's
decision to go with him. Once again Drago proved
right. Ross smashed a line-drive triple down the right
field line, scoring Mino - thus winning the game 15-
14. The S.F. team swarmed all over Ross and John to
congratulate them on a job well done.

S.F. second day's first game was against Contra
Costa Sheriffs. Dave Herman went 4 for 4 at the plate
while Mike Keyes, Warren Hawes, and Jack Minkel all
went 2 for 3 each. S.F.'s defense held strong as they
won by a score of 13-3. SF.'s next game was with Santa
Clara County Sheriffs. S.F. collected 17 hits but
managed only 7 runs. SF lost 14-7. SF then played An-
tioch P.D. beating them 14-4. Donovan hit another
two-run homer in the 4th inning.

SF was in the semi-finals against Santa Clara Co.
Sheriffs but had to beat them twice in order to win. In
the first game, SF was awesome in the hitting depart.
ment. Donovan (5 for 5), Del Torre (4 for 4), Delagnes
(3 for 4), Hawes (4 for 5), Herman (3 for 5), Drage (2
for 3), Keyes (2 for 4) and McCann (2 for 5). A total of
26 hits and 19 runs were socred. SF won 19 to 9.

Once again SF was in the championship game. Santa
Clara Sheriffs vs. San Francisco P.D. The game was a
good one. Throughout the entire game the score was
tied. Santa Clara hit well in the last two innings, scor-
ing 3 runs. SF came back strong but fell short. Santa
Clara won this contest 14-11 and took the champion-
ship. SF took a respectable second place.

All Tournament selections were made and SF placed
Jim Drago, Al McCann and Dave Herman on it.

SF travels to Sacramento July 22 to compete in the
California Police Olympics. Results to be covered in the
next issue.

MISSION
I 1
	

L ROCK
i:RESoRr

817 China Basin
San Francisco, CA 94107

621-5538

-	
ROBERT & NORMA WAHL, OWNERS

You will find great food at realistic prices at the
Mission Rock Resort. Visit the new top of the rock
restaurant open for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Robert
& Norma Wahl, the owners, iclvite'yo.0 todrop by for
some of the fine cooked foods in which they specialize.
Enjoy a wonderful meal in this beautiful decorated
restaurant or dine on their deck overlooking the Bay and
enjoy generous food and delicious drinks.

THE OLD CLAM HOUSE

FOUNDED DEC. 12, 1861

299 Bayshore Blvd.
San Francisco 94124

826-4880

HENRY HOTEL

106-6th STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94103

861-0889



On Friday, June 26, 1981 twenty-five golfers and
twenty-two wives journeyed to Carmel for the weekend.
We played Rancho Canada Friday afternoon and
Laguna Seca Saturday morning.

In addition to the golf, we had a wonderful buffet
clpnr Friday evening at Rancho Canada with a few

,- drinks in room thirty one before and after Saturday

VA '4tSS AWt.

21 PRIVATE STUDIOS
WITH INDIVIDUAL

HOT TUBS
& SAUNAS

OPEN 7 DAYS

SA FIACISCC SUN -THURS.

441-TUBS	 FRIDAY-SAT.
11AM-2AM
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SPORTS
Golf Club News	 RUNNING THROUGH

On Friday, June 12, 1981, the San Francisco Police
Golf Club held its furthest away tournament in its
history. We journeyed all the way to Sacramento to play
Haggin Oaks Golf Course.

I 'think that all fifty-two people who made the journey
can attest to the fact we played one of the truly fine
public courses anywhere. The weather was great, the
course in excellent condition and the scores reflected
this Nine of the fifty-two players broke eighty and only
three were over one-hundred.

The low gross winner was Steve Whitman who shot
seventy-three. Ray West was the low net winner. Ray
had an eighty-one and with his nineteen handicap, had
a net sixty-two.

The flight winners were, First: Dave Minner, Tom
'O'Connor and Jerry Cassidy; Second: Pete Alarcon, Vic
Macia and Nick Eterovich, Sr.; Third: Bob Mucci,
Paul McGoran anTd Emmet Cooney; Fourth: Wally
Jackson,: LatryMinasian and Frank Otterstedt.

The -guest flight was won by Tim Smith followed by
Steve Maxoutopolis and Joe Hipp.

The hole-in-one winners were Pete Alarcon at the
ninth: hole with a shot 6'5" from the hole and Mike
Brady at fourteen when he hit one 11'lO" away.

CARMEL TRIP

1e 4e s44 e.

Martial Arts' Equipment

WE CARRY: JUDOKARATE GI. KUNG FU-TAI CMI
UNIFORMS. BOOTS. BELTS. SHOES. SASHES. BAGS.

POSTERS. MAGAZINES. KUNG FU WEAPONS.SPARRING
PROTECTORS. HERBAL MEDICINES. SAMURAI SWORDS.
SAFETY EQUIPMENT. AND MANY. MANY MORE ITEMS.

STORE HOURS, MON.- SAT. 1OOO A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
17 GOLDEN GATE AVE.. SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94102

TEL:861-6363

night we split up into small groups and invaded the
downtown Carmel area to try some of their fine
restaurants.

We went one week too late as far as the weather was
concerned. The week before it was 80-90 degrees and
on the weekend we went it was a typical Carmel sum-
mer day with cool foggy mornings and evenings with
overcast days.

We didn't burn up the golf courses; only two players
per day were in the seventies, and only five people at
Rancho Canada and four people at Laguna Seca had
net scores under par.

Tom Gordon was the low gross winner with seventy-
nines both days. Pete Alarcon had a seventy-nine at
Rancho Canada and Larry Dubour had a seventy-nine
at Laguna Seca.

The low net winner who was the winner of the tourna-
ment was Gerry D'Arcy who was four under par each
day.

Tom Gordon had a big weekend not only playing the
best golf but also winning two of the four hole-in-one
prizes. Tim Smith and who else but Gerry D'Arcy were
the other two winners.

From all responses everyone had a good time. We
stayed at Svensgaard's Inn in Carmel and all comments
were very positive.

With the conclusion of June and all points being
tallied the new club champion is none other than John
McClelland from Park Station. John, edged out a late
charge by Tom O'Connor who finished two points
behind.

The next outing of the club will be our annual bar-
be-que tournament at Richmond Country Club against
the Oakland Police Golf Association. Hopefully we will
regain the perpetual trophy once again.

THE WINE SHOP
2175 CHESTNUT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94123

(415) 567-4725

Tel. 776-6727
	

Area Code 415

FISHERMAN'S WHARF
SEAFOODS, INC.

LIVE MAINE LOBSTER AND
CHERRYSTONE CLAMS

FLOWN IN DAILY
FISHERMAN'S WHARF

PIER47 - Foot of Jones St.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94133

MY MIND
by Walt Garry

The recent Bay to Breakers has to have been the run-
ning event of the year. More people than ever before,
cops included, got into the act.

- In a race such as this, with a reputation for unusual
entrants and running styles, some of our brothers
weren't shy about entering the spirit of the affair. Barry
J4ihnson, Robbery, and his wife Sue were an unusual
entry. Barry ran while pushing Sue in a wheel chair.
She broke her ankle two days prior, but was determined
not to miss the race which she had trained so hard for.

Jerry "Golf Club" Cassidy, Solo, crossed the finish
line on his new Kawasaki just ahead of the winner Craig
Virgin. He rolled up to the table that issued the T-shirts
and asked what one had to do to get a shirt. With an
"I'll show this cop" smile, the woman answered, "You
have to cross the finish line with an official number".
At this Jerry unzipped his leather jacket and displayed
an official race number pinned to his uniform shirt.
The number had been issued to his son Chris who was
unable to make it at the last minute. He received his T-
shirt. Say Jerry, could I run around a golf course and
qualify for one of those neat prizes that golfers are
always receiving?

Also picking up their T-shirts at the finish line were
Paul Schneider and John Wydler, Robbery; Herman
Clark and Howard Bailey, Homicide; Art Gerrans,
Vice; John Hennessey, Operations Center; 'Lloyd
Cunningham, Fraud; Mike Shubin, Morgan Peterson,
and Tom Eisenmann, Juvenile; Jerry Evans, Burglary;
Joe Currie and Cathy McKulsky, Academy; Doug
Mitchell and Dave Herrera, Co. E; Henry Parra, Steve
Cook, Steve Venters, Nelson Lum and Jerry GoIz from
Co. A. I'm sure that there were many more that I am
unaware of. Don't be shy, let me know about the runs
that you have entered, as well as the areas that you train
in. We're always looking for new courses.

The Mann County Pacific Sun Race was held over
Memorial Day. Jerry Evans, Burglary, and Walt Garry,
FTO, ran the new 10K course through Kentfield. While
Marty Walsh, Operation "S", and Jeff Brosch,
Homicide, took on the Marathon in 800 heat. Jeff
equaled his P.R. of 3:27.

Ever try running in Soledad in late June? Frank
Donohoe from Co. C did and finished in the first 50, at
the Soledad Mission 10K.

Over the fourth of July the Kenwood Classic Footrace
was held on the backroads and foothills of this most
scenic Sonoma County town. Among the six hundred
runners were Tim Smith Co. E, Nelson Thomas Ret.
and Walt Garry FTO.- The following day was the Great
Calistoga Footrace, another well organized event put on
by the Silverado Track Club.

The second oldest footrace in the United States, after
the Boston Marathon, is the Dipsea. This survivors race
seems to appeal most to the "old timers" (the over 30
cops). The infamous stairs, trails and poison oak didn't
slow down first timers, Morgan Peterson Juvenile, Lou
Barberini Co. I and Tom O'Connell Co. K. Returning
for their second year were Marty' Walsh Oper. "S" and
Walt Gariy FTO.

Terry Fox, the 22 year old, one legged runner who
ran his Marathon of Hope across Canada is dead of
cancer. This young man's courage, I feel, will never be
equaled in running circles. He lost, but millions of us
gained from his expression of hope. His spirit will
prevail for a long time.

I	 TELEVISION

	

STEREO,	 i" MICROWAVE OVENS1

I	 Special Discount Prices	 I

$	
SALES —20 YRS. SERVICE 	 I

I 731-2792 
Mike Salerno- 

2401 Irving St. I

HA1GHT-SCOTT MARKET
800 HAIGHT

SAN FRANCISCO
621-1262
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This solid brass buckle commemorates the San Francisco Police
Department's long history of sepice to the public, and is dedicated to
the regular, retired and reserve officers, men an women who have
proven that they are exemplary in the field of law enforcement.

Please complete the order form below and send it to Gale Wright
through the Department mails, or address it to the POLICEMAN, 510 -
7th Street, San Francisco 94103. Each buckle sells For $14.50. Be sure
to include your check or money order. If you want it mailed to you, add
$1 for each buckle to be mailed.

Please send me ..........................buckle(s), at $14.50 each.

(Add $1 for each to be mailed)

Enclosed Is $ ................ Ocheck Omoney order In fulipayment.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY
	

STATE	 ZIP

Pay. Hike
continued

81-82 SALARY SURVEY
The following survey figures represent the current

salary and proposed increase for each jurisdiction.
Should San Jose settle by August 25th, the average
salary for us will increase.

Los Angeles P.2	 $2,383 (81-82)
P.3	 2,515

Long Beach	 2,094 (81-82)

	

San Jose	 2,082
San Diego	 1,905 (81-82)
* Oakland	 2,275 (81-82)

	

Average	 2,209
(Based on 4th year
patrolman)

	

Increase	 $ 239

Percentage	 12. 13%

* Approved by the City of Oakland - presently being
ratified by the membership.

POLICE & FIRE 5 YEAR
SALARY AVERAGE DISGRACEFUL

During the last five fiscal years commencing at the
start of our existing salary formula, police officers and
firefighters have only averaged a 3.9% annual salary in-
crease while other jurisdictions received salary increases
averaging 7% in salary, plus additional benefits.

3.9% AVERAGE

	

FY	 Percentage Increase

	76-77	 0

	

77-78	 1.28 2

	78-79	 5.4

	

79-80	 5.4

	

80-81	 7.7

'First year of our present formula the average salary of
the five jurisdictions was twenty dollars higher than
what we were being paid. Therefore, we did not
receive any increase.

2 The city failed to properly compute the averaging for-
mula by excluding Los Angeles. The POA sued the ci-
ty for the 2% loss of wages and won. Case presently on
appeal.

City declared a state of emergency after Proposition
13 was adopted. The City only granted employees a 7
month increase. The City lost that wage suit as well.

continued
At that meeting, which was also attended by many

members of the press and media, Chief Murphy in.
dicated he had provided each of the members of the
Commission with a copy of his 1 1/2 inch thick confiden-
tial report on the evening of Tuesday, June 23, 1981.
Not having had time to fully digest its contents or con-
sult with their legal department with regards to the
releaseability of certain portions of the report, the Corn.
mission posponed releasing the report to the general
public.

Section 832.7 of the California Penal Code provides
for the confidentiality of peace officer records stating in
part". . such records are confidential and shall not be
disclosed in any criminal or civil proceeding except by
discovery pursuant to Section 1043 of the Evidence
Code'Certain portions of Chief Mtirphy's report, con-
ducted by civilian staff members, cited the names of
complainants, officer's names andassignments, as well
as the dispositions of several Internal Affairs investiga-
tions, much of which is unquestionably covered by Sec-
tion 832.7 of the Penal Code.

Stating that, "We have to have an open department,
but we don't want to prejudice cases that are under in-
vestigation and may come before this Commission," Jo
Daly of the Commission joined her colleagues in put-
ting the matter over for two weeks to July 8, 1981.

Within forty-eight hours, the department's confiden-
tial report was headline material for what would
become a sales competition between the San Francisco
Examiner and the Chronicle.

All this makes me wonder about a few things. First of
course is who leaked the report? We might get some
idea of exactly what their motive was if we knew their
identity. I wonder also how aggressively this blatant
violation of the named officers' rights will be in-
vestigated? Was the leak designed to jeopardize future
prosecutions before the Police Commission?

I wonder if the American Civil Liberties Union,
which was so eager to see the department's report
released, will initiate its own investigation?

I wonder if a new Task Force will be created to draw
up policies and procedures regarding the release of in-
formation protected by state law?

1 wonder what would happen if I walked in and lodg-
ed a complaint with the Citizen's Assitance Center
regarding the poor protection given to peace officers'
rights and reputation? --

Examscontinued
table controversy over the criteria to be used for future
like work/like pay lieutenant's appointments, it is clear
that this issue must and will be reopened.
Consideration should be given to the only group
adversely affected by the Consent Decree (pre 1976
sergeants) and to protecting promotional rights of pre-
sent police officers.

if

,1

'ii'
7'W,9'n "You sure you want to catch this guy?!"

SIREN!
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Confidentially

Real BrasS Buckles

AMERICAN TRANSMISSION
SERVICE

Automatic Transmission Specialist
Open 8a.m. to8p.m.

3084-17th Street	 . 18 b 20 UNION SQUARE ST.
San Francisco	 UNION CITY, CA
Phone 552-2080	 4893174

Pete Salazar	 10% Discount to Policeman - Show Badge

r;;;FR';lN - I
YES...I would like to subscribe/renew to the SFPOA's
official publication THE SAN FRANCISCO

I POLICEMAN. Enclosed is my cheák/rnoney order to
cover ( ) subscription(s) for 12 months at $6.00 a year
per subscription.	 .

NAME
I ADDRESS

CITY_	 STATE	 ZIP______

I SEND TO: THE SAN FRANCISCO POLICEMAN
510-7th Street - San FrancIsco, CA 94103
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